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The new machinery of government: using machine technology in administrative decision-making
Foreword from the NSW Ombudsman

We have entered a new digital age, and it is widely accepted that governments must transform themselves to be fit for this future. The NSW Government’s first Digital Strategy spoke of the need for government to be ‘digital by design’ and ‘digital by default’.

It is unsurprising then, that digital innovation has also begun to permeate the methods by which public officials and agencies exercise their roles as administrators – the ways they make decisions and exercise powers granted to them by Parliament through legislation.

This report is about this shift toward machine technologies, a term we use for the broad range of digital and data enabled systems and processes that are, or might in future, be used to guide, assist or even determine when and in what ways administrative powers will be exercised.

There is no doubt that machine technologies have the potential to bring significant benefits to government agencies and the public they serve, including in terms of speed, efficiency, accuracy and consistency.

However, the public sector has a unique constitutional role – it is that arm of government that administers laws, and as such it is uniquely subject to legal rules and standards of good conduct as to when and how it does so. This administrative law – the legal framework that controls government action – does not necessarily stand in the way of machine technology adoption, but it will significantly control the purposes to which it can be put and the ways in which it can operate in any particular context.

Failure to comply with the norms of administrative law risks maladministration – something at the forefront of the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction. Some contraventions may also result in decisions or actions being held by a court to have been unlawful and/or invalid.

This is one reason why, as far back as 2004, the Administrative Review Council emphasised the need for lawyers to be actively involved in the design of machine technology for government – a key point we take up in chapter 11 of this report.

Since that time, there is a small but growing body of legal academic literature, both in Australia and elsewhere, that seeks to examine public sector use of machine technology through the lens of administrative law.

It is not clear to us, however, that this body of work is always reaching the audience it needs to: law-makers, policy-makers, government lawyers and particularly those who are at frontlines of implementing and operationalising machine technologies.

A primary aim of this report is to help to bridge that gap. We also offer guidance on the important practical steps that agencies need to take when considering the adoption of machine technology to support the exercise of administrative functions.

At the end of this report we touch on the question of whether the rise of machine technologies may also warrant a reconsideration of the legal frameworks, institutional arrangements and rules that apply.

For example, it may be that traditional administrative law mechanisms of redress, such as judicial review or complaint to the Ombudsman, will be considered too slow or otherwise too individualised to provide an adequate response to forms of systemic maladministration that could arise from ‘algorithmic bias’. Modified frameworks may be required – for example, to require proactive and ongoing external testing and auditing of systems, in addition to reactive individual review rights.
On the other hand, new or amended laws may also be needed to expressly facilitate the beneficial use of new technologies in some areas, where the operation or uncertainty of existing rules might otherwise unduly stand in the way.

Paul Miller

NSW Ombudsman
Executive summary
Our role at the NSW Ombudsman is to oversee government agencies and officials – helping to ensure they are conducting themselves lawfully, making decisions reasonably, and treating all individuals equitably and fairly (chapter 2).

When agencies and officials fail to do this they are said to have engaged in maladministration or, more formally, section 26 conduct (referring to section 26 of the Ombudsman Act 1974 (NSW), which sets out the various categories of wrong conduct).

Clearly, the use by government agencies of machine technology – which might be referred to as artificial intelligence or automated decision-making (see chapter 3) – is not inherently a form of maladministration.

There are many situations in which government agencies could use appropriately-designed machine technologies to assist in the exercise of their functions, which would be compatible with lawful and appropriate conduct. Indeed, in some instances machine technology may improve aspects of good administrative conduct – such as accuracy and consistency in decision-making, as well as mitigating the risk of individual human bias.

However, if machine technology is designed and used in a way that does not accord with administrative law and associated principles of good administrative practice, then its use could constitute or involve maladministration. It could also result in legal challenges, including a risk that administrative decisions or actions may later be held by a court to have been unlawful or invalid.

1.1 Machine technology is on the rise, and offers many potential benefits

The use and sophistication of machine technology is increasing worldwide, and it has the potential to bring many potential benefits to government and the public (chapter 4).

These include:

- Efficiency and cost savings for government.
- Reduced red tape.
- Increased accuracy.
- Improved consistency.
- Increased productivity and re-focusing of staff to ‘higher value’ activities.
- Better customer service and experience.
- Insights and learning.

Of course, benefits cannot be assumed to follow as a matter of course, and it is important to be realistic about what benefits (and risks) particular technology will deliver in a particular context. Untested assumptions or utopian beliefs about technology should not drive automation strategies.

1.2 Why we have written this report

We were prompted to write this report after becoming aware of one agency (Revenue NSW) using machine technology for the performance of a discretionary statutory function (the garnisheeing of unpaid fine debts from individuals’ bank accounts), in a way that was having a significant impact on individuals, many of whom were already in situations of financial vulnerability.

Following a series of complaints to our office, Revenue NSW worked responsively with us over time to ensure that its garnishee system operated more fairly, by taking account of vulnerability and situations...
of hardship. However, we still had questions as to whether Revenue NSW’s system of garnishee automation was legally consistent with its statutory functions.

We sought legal advice from Senior Counsel, which confirmed our doubts. The full Revenue NSW case study, including the legal advice, is set out in annexure A.

Currently, we do not know how many other NSW Government agencies are using, or developing, machine technology to assist them in the exercise of their statutory functions.

However, our experience with Revenue NSW and a scan of the Government’s published policies on the use of ‘AI’ and other digital technologies suggests that there may be inadequate attention being given to fundamental aspects of public law that are relevant to machine technology adoption.

1.3 Administrative law and practice must be given central attention

Some of the broader concerns about machine technology use by the private sector, in terms of privacy, human rights, ethics and so on, also apply (in some cases with greater force) to the public sector.

However, the powers, decisions and actions of government agencies and officials are constitutionally different from that of the general private sector.

This means that the public sector’s use of machine technology, particularly for the purposes of statutory decision-making, must also be assessed from an administrative law perspective (chapter 5). We believe that this assessment must be central to the use of this technology.

1.4 Administrative law requirements for good decision-making

For simplicity, we can broadly group the requirements for good decision-making in the following ways (chapter 6):

**Proper authorisation** – this means that there is legal power to make the relevant decision, that the person making the decision has the legal authority to do so, and that the decision is within the scope of decision-making power (including, in particular, within the bounds of any discretion conferred by the power) (chapter 7).

The requirement for proper authorisation means that statutory functions are not and cannot be directly given or delegated to a machine. It does not necessarily mean that the authorised person cannot be assisted by machine technology.

There is, however, no uniform answer as to what forms of machine technology can be used, and to what extent, in the performance of a particular statutory decision-making function. This must be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis by looking at the particular statute, its purpose, and the context in which it applies.

However, if the function is discretionary, machine technology must not be used in a way that would result in that discretion being fettered or effectively abandoned. In effect, this means that discretionary decision-making functions cannot be fully automated.

**Appropriate procedures** – this means that the decision has followed a fair process, that it has met other legal and ethical obligations, and that reasons are given for the decision (particularly where it significantly affects the rights or interests of individuals) (chapter 8).
Generally, a fair process requires decisions to be made without bias on the part of the decision maker (‘no-bias rule’) and following a fair hearing of the person affected (‘hearing rule’). Machine technology can introduce the possibility of a different form of bias known as ‘algorithmic bias’. Algorithmic bias arises when a machine produces results that are systemically prejudiced or unfair to certain groups of people. It is unclear whether the presence of algorithmic bias would necessarily constitute a breach of the no-bias rule (as that rule is traditionally concerned with actual or apprehended bias on the part of the particular decision maker). Even if it does not, however, algorithmic bias may still lead to unlawful decisions (because they are based on irrelevant consideration or contravene anti-discrimination laws) or other maladministration (because they involve or result in conduct that is unjust or improperly discriminatory).

Where machine technology is used in the exercise of a function under a particular statute it also needs to comply with other statutes and common law requirements. Privacy, freedom of information and anti-discrimination laws, in particular, will almost always be relevant.

Having appropriate procedures also means providing where required, or being able to provide where requested, reasons to those who are affected by a decision. In our view, this means also informing those affected if a machine has made (or contributed to the making of) a decision. Where reasons are required, they must be accurate, meaningful, and understandable, which can raise particular challenges when machine technology is used.

**Appropriate assessment** – this means that the decision answers the right question, that the decision is based on a proper analysis of relevant material, and that the decision is based on the merits and is reasonable in all the circumstances (Chapter 9).

Using machine technology in the exercise of statutory functions means translating legislation and other guidance material (such as policy) into the form of machine-readable code. A key risk is the potential for errors in this translation process, and the consequent potential for errors and unlawful decisions being made at scale.

When designing and implementing machine technology, it is also essential to ensure that its use does not result in any obligatory considerations being overlooked or extraneous considerations coming into play. While the use of machine technology may enhance the consistency of outcomes, agencies with discretionary functions must be conscious of the duty to treat individual cases on their own merits.

**Adequate documentation** – agencies are required to properly document and keep records of decision-making (Chapter 10).

In the context of machine technology, this means keeping sufficient records to enable comprehensive review and audit of decisions. Documentation relating to different ‘versions’ of the technology, and details of any updates or changes to the system, may be particularly important.
1.5 Good practice for designing and implementing machine technology

In light of the above, there are some key proactive steps that agencies should take when considering the design and adoption of machine technology that will help them to ensure they comply with principles of administrative law and good decision-making practice.

In particular, when setting out to design machine technology for use in the exercise of statutory functions, agencies should:

1. establish a multi-disciplinary design team that involves lawyers, policymakers, and operational experts, as well as technicians, with roles and responsibilities that are clearly defined (chapter 11)
2. assess the appropriate degree of human involvement in the decision-making processes, having regard to the nature of the particular function and the statute in question (chapter 12)
3. ensure appropriate transparency, including by deciding what can and should be disclosed about the use of machine technology to those whose interests may be affected (chapter 13)
4. test before operationalising, and establish ongoing monitoring, audit and review processes (chapter 14)
5. consider whether legislative amendment is necessary or prudent (chapter 15).

1.6 The role of Parliament in authorising machine technology

If legislation is introduced to enable the use of machine technology, then this provides an opportunity for public and Parliamentary debate on the properties that should be required of that technology.

Whether or not these are ultimately prescribed as mandatory requirements in the legislation itself, the kinds of questions that might be asked of government agencies that are seeking legislative authorisation of machine technology could include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Example of qualities that could be prescribed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is it visible?</td>
<td>What information does the public, and especially those directly affected, need to be told regarding the involvement of the machine, how it works, its assessed accuracy, testing schedule etc? Are the design specifications and source code publicly available – for example as ‘open access information’ under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009? Is an impact assessment required to be prepared and published?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it avoidable?</td>
<td>Can an individual ‘opt out’ of the machine-led process and choose to have their case decided through a manual (human) process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it subject to testing?</td>
<td>What testing regime must be undertaken prior to operation, and at scheduled times thereafter? What are the purposes of testing (eg compliance with specifications, accuracy, identification of algorithmic bias)? Who is to undertake that testing? What standards are to apply (eg randomised control trials)? Are the results to be made public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it explainable?</td>
<td>What rights do those affected by the machine outputs have to be given reasons for those outcomes? Are reasons to be provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>routinely or on request? In what form must those reasons be given and what information must they contain?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>accurate</strong>?</td>
<td>To what extent must the predictions or inferences of the machine be demonstrated to be accurate? For example, is ‘better than chance’ sufficient, or is the tolerance for inaccuracy lower? How and when will accuracy be evaluated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>subject to audit</strong>?</td>
<td>What audit records must the machine maintain? What audits are to be conducted (internally and externally), by whom and for what purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>replicable</strong>?</td>
<td>Must the decision of the machine be replicable in the sense that, if exactly the same inputs were re-entered, the machine will consistently produce the same output, or can the machine improve or change over time? If the latter, must the machine be able to identify why the output now is different from what it was previously?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>internally reviewable</strong>?</td>
<td>Are the outputs of the machine subject to internal review of a human decision maker? What is the nature of that review (eg full merits review)? Who has standing to seek such a review? Who has the ability to conduct that review and are they sufficiently senior and qualified to do so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>externally reviewable</strong>?</td>
<td>Are the outputs of the machine subject to external review or complaint to a human decision maker? What is the nature of that review (eg for example, merits review or review for error only)? Who has standing to seek such a review? If reviewable for error, what records are available to the review body to enable it to thoroughly inspect records and detect error?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>compensable</strong>?</td>
<td>Are those who suffer detriment by an erroneous action of the machine entitled to compensation, and how is that determined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it <strong>privacy protective and data secure</strong>?</td>
<td>What privacy and data security measures and standards are required to be adhered to? Is a privacy impact assessment required to be undertaken and published? Are there particular rules limiting the collection, use and retention of personal information?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.7 The way forward – starting with increased visibility

We are hopeful that this report will contribute to public and especially Parliamentary debate about the adoption of machine technology by government, and its proper limits and regulation.

In the final chapter of this report we identify avenues for future consideration, including a question around whether some forms or applications of machine technology might raise such significantly new issues and risks that consideration should be given to new forms of regulation – including mandatory requirements around transparency, pre-operation validation testing and routine auditing, and external review and oversight (chapter 16).

One risk, for example, may be that machine technology will be capable of producing new forms of extremely large-scale systemic injustices, to which the existing framework and institutions of administrative law are ill-equipped to respond.

However, a significant impediment to meaningful debate about the future governance of machine technology use by government is an almost complete lack of transparency about that use.

As mentioned above, we do not know how NSW Government agencies may currently be using machine technology to assist them in the exercise of statutory decision-making functions – and so we do not know how those systems have been designed, what they are being used for, and what (if any) assurance has been obtained that they are operating lawfully and in accordance with principles of good administrative practice.

This is a significant problem. Some technology use may be lawful and appropriately designed and used, but other technology may not.

While we do not consider that visibility is, of itself, a sufficient remedy to address potential concerns that might arise with the use of machine technology, it is an essential starting point.

Following this report, therefore, we will seek to work with relevant bodies, including Digital NSW (part of the Department of Customer Service) and the Office of Local Government, to comprehensively map current and proposed types and uses of machine technology (chapter 2). We will also look inward to consider what more we can do to support agencies and citizens, as well as our own staff, to understand the use of machine technology – and to ensure that administrative law and the enduring values of good public administration, including legality, transparency and fairness, are given central attention.
Part 1:
Machine technology
2. Introduction

2.1 The rise of machine technology

*Use of machine technologies is increasing in the public sector, and their sophistication and use will only grow in the future.*

Recent NSW Government announcements reveal an intention to increase work on – and investment in – machine technology. In September 2020, the NSW Artificial Intelligence (AI) Strategy was released which is ‘focused on improved service delivery and government decision-making’.

At the same time, the Government also released the *Artificial Intelligence (AI) Ethics Policy*. In *chapter 3* we discuss what machine technology is, how it is currently being used by governments, and how it may be used in the future.

2.2 Why is the Ombudsman interested in machine technology?

We are always concerned to ensure that government agencies and officials conduct themselves lawfully, make decisions reasonably, and treat all individuals equitably and fairly.

One of our primary functions is to handle complaints about the conduct of government agencies and public officials. We can generally investigate these complaints if we think that conduct may fall within any of the following categories set out in section 26 of the *Ombudsman Act 1974*:

- (a) contrary to law,
- (b) unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or improperly discriminatory,
- (c) in accordance with any law or established practice but the law or practice is, or may be, unreasonable, unjust, oppressive or improperly discriminatory,
- (d) based wholly or partly on improper motives, irrelevant grounds or irrelevant consideration,
- (e) based wholly or partly on a mistake of law or fact,
- (f) conduct for which reasons should be given but are not given,
- (g) otherwise wrong.

Conduct of the kinds set out above may be said to constitute ‘maladministration’. Where we suspect maladministration, we can also make inquiries about and investigate conduct on an ‘own motion’ basis, without the need for someone to have made a complaint.

One way that an agency’s conduct may be constitute maladministration (ie be unlawful or unreasonable or unjust, etc) is if it is using machine technology in a way that is inconsistent with administrative law and principles of good administrative decision-making. This report highlights some of the ways this might happen.

Going forward, we will consider what further guidance we can provide to help agencies and public officials understand the matters that we will consider when handling complaints about the use of machine technology in the performance of their administrative functions.
Reviewing ‘decisions’ versus investigating ‘conduct’

It has been observed that, if a human decision maker is fully replaced by a machine to exercise administrative functions, one potentially adverse consequence may be that certain rights to challenge the exercise of those functions in court could be lost.\(^\text{12}\)

This is because some rights may be premised on there being a ‘decision’ that can be the subject of challenge. As noted in chapter 12, the Federal Court has suggested that an essential element of a decision generally is that a relevant decision maker has engaged in a \textit{subjective mental process} of reaching a conclusion. As an autonomous machine does not have a subjective mental capacity, a ‘decision’ of the machine may not be recognised by law as a decision.\(^\text{13}\)

However, the automation of some or all of an agency’s activities should not limit the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman to receive complaints and undertake investigations about those activities. This is because the Ombudsman is concerned with \textit{conduct}.

Under section 5(1) of the \textit{Ombudsman Act}, conduct of a public authority is defined as follows:

\textit{conduct means—}

(1) any action or inaction relating to a matter of administration, and
(2) any alleged action or inaction relating to a matter of administration.

Conduct includes (but is much broader than) actions involved in making or implementing a decision.

For example, any or all of the following could be scrutinised by an Ombudsman to determine whether \textit{conduct} has occurred that is unlawful, unreasonable, improperly discriminatory, unjust or otherwise wrong:

- the decision to adopt machine technology
- the way the machine has been designed
- the data used by the machine
- the policy and business rules underpinning the machine
- the people involved in designing and building the machine, what consultation occurred, and any external procurement activities
- whether and how the machine was validated, tested, audited and monitored
- whether and what safeguards were put in place to identify and address potential algorithmic bias
- whether and what information has been disclosed publicly about the machine
- the use of the machine for particular functions of the agency
- the consideration or effect that is given to the outputs of the machine, either generally or in a particular case.

More generally, if an agency uses machine technology then whatever that machine does will be ascribed to the agency itself – at least for the purposes of an Ombudsman investigation. Accordingly, if the processes or outputs of machine technology are unlawful, unreasonable, unjust or improperly discriminatory, then the agency’s conduct in using that machine will likely be considered by us to have been unlawful, unreasonable, unjust or improperly discriminatory under s 26 of the \textit{Ombudsman Act}. 
2.3 What has prompted this report?

The immediate impetus for this report was an investigation we commenced following complaints we received about Revenue NSW.

Revenue NSW’s garnishee machine

Revenue NSW is the Government’s debt collecting agency. The head of Revenue NSW, the Commissioner of Fines Administration, is permitted by legislation to issue garnishee orders to recover debts in certain circumstances. A garnishee order is an indirect method of recovering a debt from someone. The order allows a creditor, such as Revenue NSW, who is owed money by a debtor to recover the debt by obtaining payment from a third party who owes money to the debtor. Third parties who can be garnisheed include a person’s employer (who owes the debtor their salary) or a person’s bank (who owes the debtor what is held in the person’s savings account). This power to issue garnishee orders is a debt recovery method that originated in (and is still available from) courts of law.

The complaints we handled were about Revenue NSW garnisheeing the bank accounts of people who had failed to pay fines they owed to the Government. Many of the complainants were financially vulnerable individuals who, in some cases, had their bank accounts emptied.

We engaged with Revenue NSW, and over time we became satisfied by the steps it was taking to address the issues raised in the complaints. For example, Revenue NSW adopted a ‘minimum protected balance’, meaning that its garnishee orders would not result in bank accounts being completely emptied and left with a nil balance. This ‘minimum protected balance’ protection was later put into legislation.

During our investigation, we became aware that Revenue NSW had been using machine technology in the exercise of those garnishee powers. However,

*those who complained to us about Revenue NSW’s activities were not complaining about the use of machine technology – they were not even aware of it.*

They were just concerned that their money had been taken, in some cases leaving them with no money in their account to pay rent or buy groceries.

As we learned more about how Revenue NSW was using machine technology to issue garnishee orders, we became increasingly concerned about the lawfulness of its conduct. We used our power under section 31AC of the Ombudsman Act to make a number of formal suggestions including that Revenue NSW seek expert legal advice on the legality and design of its machine technology system.

Revenue NSW responded positively to our suggestions – for example, by publishing a new hardship policy. We decided to discontinue our investigation on the basis of actions Revenue NSW was already taking, as well as future actions it told us it would take.

Eleven months after we suggested that Revenue NSW seek legal advice, we followed up to check on any legal advice received and any action it had taken in response. We were advised that it had not sought that legal advice, either externally or from the legal branch of the Department of Customer Service (DCS), of which Revenue NSW is a part. Revenue NSW advised us that it did not consider it necessary to seek such advice, as it considered that changes it had made to its process for issuing garnishee orders had addressed any potential legal concerns.
We continued to have doubts and decided to seek our own legal advice about Revenue NSW’s system – this also helped inform our broader understanding of the legal issues associated with public sector use of machine technologies. Revenue NSW cooperated throughout the process of seeking that legal advice, including by assisting in the preparation of a detailed statement of facts that we then provided to legal counsel for the purpose of obtaining their advice.

The legal advice, and the Revenue NSW case study, is set out in full in annexure A of this report. We understand Revenue NSW is currently considering further changes to its garnishee system. We will continue to monitor developments.

2.4 The purpose and structure of this report

This report provides a starting point for agencies and their officials to better understand why and when the Ombudsman (and other bodies, including courts) could hold concerns about their adoption and use of machine technology, and to identify some proactive steps they could take to ensure compliance with principles of administrative law and good practice.

It is not intended to be a comprehensive guide, either to the technology or to the legal and practice issues that its use might raise. Rather, we highlight some of the more important issues that we foresee will likely arise with the use of machine technology.

In doing so we hope to contribute to public debate about these technologies, and in particular their use by government, with a view to ensuring that fundamental and enduring ‘public law values’ are placed squarely at the centre of those discussions.14

We recognise that both machine technology and administrative law are, in their own different ways, highly technical fields that can be challenging for non-experts to understand. Indeed, one reason why machine technology use in the field of government administration may be particularly risky is because those who are expert in machine technology may lack experience in administrative law, and vice versa.15

However, we have sought as far as possible to write this report in non-technical language. Our hope is that it can be read and understood by any agency official likely to encounter machine technology, and by policymakers and the general public.

In this report we:

- outline what we mean by machine technology, its potential benefits and how we see our role in this context (part 1)
- examine and highlight the intersection between machine technology and administrative law and practice (part 2)
- offer some practical suggestions for machine technology design and implementation (part 3).

The report includes a number of short case studies as examples, as well as the more detailed case study of Revenue NSW’s use of machine technology (annexure A).

We end the report with a question about whether there is a need for new laws – not to restrain innovation, but to ensure appropriate governance, transparency, accountability and oversight in government use of machine technology (chapter 16).
2.5 What we will do next

The NSW Parliamentary Research Service recently observed that, while there had been some international progress on transparency of automated decision-making,

no Australian jurisdiction appeared to be working on creating a registry of automated decision-making systems.\textsuperscript{16}

Following the publication of this report, we will seek to work with relevant bodies – including Digital NSW (part of the Department of Customer Service) and the Office of Local Government – with a view to mapping in detail the types of machine technology currently in use, or under development, across NSW Government and Local Government. Following that work, we will explore whether there is a need for a centralised registry or other approaches to enhance transparency on an ongoing basis, such as by mandating that each individual agency make details of their machine technology use publicly available as ‘open access information’ under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (as has been suggested by the NSW Information Commissioner).\textsuperscript{17}

We will also begin work to develop more practical and comprehensive guidance to support agencies, recognising that the internal and external demands for them to adopt machine technology will inevitably continue to grow.

In particular, we will:

- Prepare a new edition of our publication, Good Conduct and Administrative Practice: Guidelines for State and Local Government,\textsuperscript{18} to include guidance around the use of machine technology

- Update our training services, including in particular our course on Administrative Law in the Public Sector,\textsuperscript{19} to specifically address the implications of machine technology on administrative law and practice.
3. The new technologies

3.1 What we mean by ‘machine technology’

The continual, rapid pace of technological change means that the terms used to name and describe various technologies are not settled and can differ depending on the context.

In this report we have chosen to use the term **machine technology** to refer to a broad cluster of current and future systems and processes that, once developed, run with limited or no human involvement, and whose output can be used to assist or even displace human decision-making (and specifically in the context of this report, within a public sector administrative context). The complexity of this technology ranges from relatively rudimentary to extremely sophisticated.

A machine in this context does not necessarily mean a computer or other physically embodied device. Machine technology will often take the form of software code and, as we will see from the example in chapter 14, it may even involve a methodological tool that can be operationalised by simply using pen and paper.

We have sought where possible to avoid the use of terms such as ‘artificial intelligence’ (AI) or ‘automated decision-making’, although these would generally be covered by what we mean by machine technology.

*Our focus is not on the technical aspects of machine technology, but on its outcomes and the risks involved in using it in the public sector.*

3.2 Machine technology is not just one thing

While we have not attempted to define or classify the various types of machine technology that are currently in use and under development, one important distinction is between machine technology that adopts a ‘rule-based’ approach and those that involve adaptive ‘machine-learning’ techniques:

- A **rule-based process** is one that simulates a human decision-making process by following a logical set of rules or formulae which could ultimately be reduced to an expression (or a series of expressions) in the form of: ‘If x, then do y; if not-x, then do z’. This is sometimes described as ‘human coding’ or ‘good old fashioned AI’ – in which human programmers construct explicit rules for intelligent behaviour.

  A critical feature of a rule-based process is that, at least in theory, its rules could be written out in a way that would be comprehensible to a human, or at least one who also understands the language of computer coding. In practice, however, some rule-based systems may involve such density and complexity that no human could ever realistically grasp their full end-to-end process.

  Rule-based processes are often used to perform functions at scale because of bulk (‘brute force’) processing capability such as data-matching, processing online forms, calculation of amounts, and issuing of system-generated notices and correspondence.

- A **machine learning process** is one that first uses historical data known as ‘training sets’ – which may include the machine’s own ‘experiences’ – to identify correlations and patterns in data. It can then be fed new, previously unseen ‘real world’ data and make inferences and predictions based on whether and how that new data matches the correlations or patterns previously recognised in the training sets.
It does this by determining ‘features’ of the data and assigning ‘parameters’ (that is, weights) to those features by identifying, typically through an iterative process of trial and error, which of all the possible features and parameters optimise the proportion of ‘right’ inferences and predictions that it makes over time.

These systems are said to ‘learn’ because they are ‘capable of changing their behaviour to enhance their performance on some task through experience’ and without being explicitly programmed.

Machine learning systems can be used for various functions, including grouping together cohorts of people based on characteristics or categorising images.

Of course, a decision-making system may combine elements of machine learning processes and rule-based processes (as is the case in the current Revenue NSW garnishee system – see annexure A).

3.3 The need to design machine technology for particular applications

Whichever type of machine technology is used, every particular application will be unique to the task it has been designed for.

Leaving aside the speculative possibility of some future ‘general AI’ (that is, an intelligence able to understand and learn intellectual tasks equalling or surpassing that of humans), every application of machine technology to a particular administrative decision-making context requires human designers to make decisions about the design of that technology in that context.

Even machine technology that may have self-improving (learning) capabilities will require humans to make a multitude of design choices. For example, human designers will ‘collect, curate and label’ training sets from which the technology will learn. Human designers will set the objectives – that is, what it is the technology is learning to optimise. Further, while machine learning technology learns its own parameters through complex and iterative processes of ‘trial-error-adjustment-retrial’, there are various deeper aspects of the technology (known as ‘hyperparameters’) that humans must set up or ‘tune’ before learning can begin.

Machine technology is not just used for an administrative decision-making task; it must first be designed and built for such use.

We return to this important observation in part 3 below, when we consider what steps can be taken to better ensure that machine technology is designed and built so that it is not used in a way that may be unlawful or result in maladministration.
4. The promise of machine technology in government decision-making

4.1 Machine technology within a decision-making system

The extent to which humans might be involved in the implementation of a system that utilises machine technology can vary widely. Generally speaking, where humans play some active role, the system can be referred to as a ‘human-in-the-loop’ system. For the purposes of administrative decision-making, the most important type of human-in-the-loop system is a ‘human-on-top’ system. In these instances, the final step in the system – say, to grant a permit, approve an application or provide a benefit – is ultimately made by a human with the outputs of the machine technology being used to inform or support their decision.

At the extreme other end are fully automated systems, in which the outputs of the machine technology (for example, to issue or cancel a licence of some kind) are both generated and actioned (that is, given effect as an administrative decision) without any intervening human decision-making or approval.

As we explain further in chapter 7, understanding the extent to which decision-making is automated and what role, if any, humans have in the performance of a function will often be critical to determining whether the use of the machine technology has been lawful and appropriate.

---

**Mobile phone detection cameras**

Since 1 March 2020, Transport for NSW (TfNSW) has been using mobile phone detection cameras, including fixed and transportable cameras, to identify drivers illegally using mobile phones.

In New South Wales it is generally illegal for a driver to use a mobile phone except in limited circumstances, such as to answer a phone call using hands-free Bluetooth or voice activation, or where the phone is in a fixed cradle that does not obscure vision.\(^{28}\)

Images taken by TfNSW’s mobile phone detection cameras are reviewed using machine learning (AI) systems to filter those images that may show potentially illegal mobile phone use while driving. The machine technology ‘automatically reviews images and detects potential offending drivers, and excludes images of non-offending drivers from further action.’\(^{29}\)

Images are then reviewed by an authorised officer and penalty notices are issued by Revenue NSW if illegal mobile phone use is determined.\(^ {30}\) This human verification process is an example of a human-on-top system, and is similar to the checks performed before a penalty notice is issued in relation to camera-detected speeding and red-light offences.\(^{31}\)

In September 2019, to address concerns that the courts may be inundated with spurious challenges to infringement notices based on images caught by the cameras, the NSW Government introduced legislation that would ‘reverse the onus of proof’ by deeming that an object being held by a driver and shown in a photograph from a device approved for mobile phone use offences is a mobile phone unless the accused driver can establish that it is not.\(^{32}\)

The Bill passed the Legislative Assembly on 15 October 2019 and has been introduced into the Legislative Council. Debate on the Bill was adjourned on 20 November 2019, and has not resumed.
The Bill contains no provisions concerning the publication of information about, or the testing or auditing of, the technology. A Parliamentary Committee report on the Bill stated that:

While it is acknowledged that there will be human intervention and review prior to any infringement notices being issued, the task of winnowing down millions of images to identify prima facie criminal conduct will still be handled by artificial intelligence. Given this, there should be transparency in how the artificial intelligence identifies potential offenders including the ability to test whether or not the algorithms contain any inadvertent or inherent biases.33

The Bill also contains no provisions relating to the use or destruction of captured images. The mobile phone detection scheme relies on broad permissive provisions in the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998, which allow the collection and use of personal information for law enforcement purposes.34 In the second reading speech for the Bill, the Minister stated:

In relation to privacy, information relating to drivers and passengers is captured for law enforcement and road safety purposes only. As committed to during the introduction of the Road Transport Legislation Amendment (Road Safety) Act 2018, Transport for NSW undertook detailed consultation with the NSW Privacy Commissioner during the pilot of the program, and will continue to engage with both the Privacy Commissioner and the Information Commissioner on the rollout of the program.35

On 19 November 2019, the NSW Privacy Commissioner issued a media release noting that:

The Privacy Commissioner provided advice and assistance to the agency to ensure that privacy rights were considered, and appropriate risk mitigation strategies put in place to minimise privacy harm to the public such as:

- minimising the retention of images
- cropping or pixilation of images when viewed for verification purposes
- the use of strong encryption and other security measures
- need for strong contractual requirements on any provider to comply with the PPIP Act.36

There is otherwise limited publicly available information concerning the privacy protection measures that have been put in place.37

More than 260,000 penalties have been issued since the mobile phone detection cameras became operational on 1 March 2020.38

With the learning capability of the system, TfNSW expects that the machine technology will improve over time, meaning that it will become more accurate at detecting potential mobile phone use.39 The technology is also currently being tested for use in detecting seatbelt offences.40
4.2 How are governments using machine technology?

The use of simpler forms of machine technology in public sector decision-making is not new. However, what is changing is the power, complexity, scale, and prevalence of machine technologies, and the extent to which they are increasingly replacing processes that have, up to now, been the exclusive domain of human decision-making.

One of the first such machine technology systems used by the NSW Government was the (then) Department of Fair Trading’s automated business-name registration process in 1999. That system ‘supported the registration of business names and the incorporation of associations’. 41

Today, use of machine technology in the NSW public sector is likely to be extensive, and it is growing rapidly. We say ‘likely’, because, as already noted, there is currently no mandatory reporting or means of comprehensively tracking technology use by the NSW Government.

It is, however, clear that over the 2 decades since the adoption of an automated business names registration process (and as described in the examples throughout this report) machine technology is becoming a significant component of much government service delivery. Across NSW Government agencies, machine technology is a critical tool in a wide variety of areas, from traffic and fines enforcement42 to assessment of child protection risk,43 from determining grants of legal aid44 to triaging claims from injured workers.45

Machine technology is also heavily relied on to deliver Australian Government services, including social services, immigration, and taxation. For example, the Australian Tax Office (ATO) has said that it is delivering greater automation and digital services and is using machine learning to accelerate decision-making.46

The rise of machine technology is a global phenomenon and is increasingly being used by governments around the world for delivery of core government business.47 Internationally, it has been frequently observed that machine technology is disproportionately used in areas that affect ‘the most vulnerable in society’ – in areas such as policing, healthcare, welfare eligibility, risk scoring and fraud detection.48

---

**Automating procedural court rules**

In Hemmett v Market Direct Group Pty Ltd [No 2] [2018] WASC 310, a claimant had had his proceedings to recover a debt dismissed by an automated court case management system. The system was programmed to ‘dismiss’ claims, without human intervention, when claimants had not taken any action for a prescribed period of time. The claimant in this case was unable to bring a new claim, as the limitation period had expired.

The Supreme Court of Western Australia set aside the dismissal of the claimant’s case, but on a technical point. Under the court rules, a case could only be dismissed from an ‘Inactive Cases List’, and the automated case management system did not keep such a list. Although the claim may have been registered as inactive in the system, that did not mean it was on an actual list of inactive cases, and so it could not be dismissed.
The Court did not need to consider whether the court rules around dismissing inactive cases could be automated. However, the Court gave a ‘provisional view’ that ‘a degree of automated decision-making – better described as ‘technology-assisted decision-making’ – may be permissible’ provided it ‘preserves accepted accountability structures’. 49

### 4.3 The potential benefits of machine technology

*There are many potential positive benefits of machine technology for public sector agencies and citizens.* 50

Frequently cited benefits include:

- **Efficiency and cost savings for government:** there are clear efficiency benefits and cost savings for agencies using technology to streamline processes and perform repetitive tasks at scale. In addition to making faster decisions, machine technology may also enable agencies to reach more citizens than is possible using staff alone. Increased efficiency also benefits citizens interacting with the government.

- **Reduced red tape:** citizens can benefit from machine technology as decisions are made faster and require less direct and unnecessary engagement with government. This is premised on a view that ‘citizens have limited time and energy to engage with government.’ 51 This is certainly the case where government activities impose red tape – resulting in time and financial costs for agencies and citizens as they identify and meet regulatory requirements. The NSW Government has said that it is seeking to use technology to ‘make compliance easy’ 52 for the citizen.

- **Increased accuracy:** machine technology is less prone to certain types of possible errors arising from inherently human frailties such as distraction, fatigue, negligence or lack of training. In this context, machine technology promises to be more accurate than human decision makers. Tools that use machine technology to support (rather than fully replace) staff through complex legislative rules could also support greater accuracy in the performance of functions.

- **Improved consistency:** as the output of machine technology is limited to what it has been designed to process, it will produce consistent outcomes. Some machine technology will produce more consistent outcomes than multiple human decision makers (although there may be exceptions, such as some machine learning processes that ‘learn’ over time, which prioritise improved accuracy over consistency across time: see chapter 9). A related benefit is the ability to produce an audit trail of the steps taken to reach an outcome, which might in some instances be a more comprehensive form of transparency than a human decision maker’s account of how they arrived at an outcome.

- **Increased productivity and re-focusing of staff to ‘higher value’ activities:** the 2019 review of the Australian Public Service (APS) found that about 40% of APS employee time is currently spent on ‘highly automatable tasks.’ 53 There is potential for machine technology to free up staff to focus on other functions that perhaps cannot (and arguably should not) be automated, such as complex individual case management.
• **Better customer service and experience**: there may be an expectation that government should keep pace with private sector service standards, providing instant, seamless and increasingly digital service. Reliability, speed and simplicity, as well as fewer mistakes, can contribute to a better experience for customers of public services. Automation of large-volume routine tasks could also allow client-facing staff to devote more of their time to providing more complex and caring services, giving more attention to those who need it.54

• **Insights and learning**: an indirect benefit of machine technology use in decision-making is that it inherently involves the creation of a rich mine of data about both inputs and decision outputs, which can inform improvements in future public sector policies and practices.

Of course, benefits cannot be assumed to follow as a matter of course. For example, machine technology that has been coded with errors will not only result in inaccurate outcomes, it will also likely result in inaccuracies at much greater scale than would otherwise be possible (see chapter 9).

It is important to be realistic about what benefits (and risks) particular technology will deliver in a particular context, and not to allow untested assumptions or utopian beliefs about technology to drive automation strategies.55
Part 2:
Administrative law and machine technology
5. Why administrative law matters for new technology

5.1 Public sector decision-making is different

The use of machine technology by the private sector obviously raises technical, legal and ethical issues. Many of these issues also arise in the context of public sector use of machine technology. Questions about the ethics of permitting risk allocation decisions to be made by autonomous devices, the collection and use of facial recognition and other personal information, and issues of potential bias and discrimination, are equally important to private and public sector use of machine technology.

However, the use of machine technology in the exercise of the government’s administrative functions both heightens the impact of some of those considerations, and raises new ones. Public authorities exercise powers that impact virtually all aspects of an individual’s life; there is ‘scarcely any field of human activity which is not in some way open to aid or hindrance by the exercise of power by some public authority’.

The inherently ‘public’ nature of such functions (such as health, education, and transport) and the specific focus of some government service provision on vulnerable groups means that the government’s use of machine technology will necessarily, and often significantly, impact most of society. Recipients of government services – unlike customers of private sector businesses – are also typically a captive market, unable to access alternative providers or to opt out entirely if they do not like the way decisions are made and services are provided.

Most importantly, governments do not just provide services; they also regulate the activity of citizens and exercise a monopoly over the use of public power and coercive force – taxation, licensing, law enforcement, punishment, forms of detention, and so on. It is in the exercise of functions like these, which can affect people’s legal status, rights and interests, that administrative decision-making principles raise particular issues that are unique to the public sector.

5.2 Good government according to law

The government has a monopoly over public administrative power, but this means that the exercise of that power is controlled through public administrative law.

Any use of machine technology by government agencies must therefore be considered from an administrative law perspective (this is not to disregard or diminish other perspectives, such as broader ethical and human rights perspectives).

Ultimately, all administrative law principles may be seen to support a single underlying principle: while citizens may generally do whatever they please unless it is prohibited by law, those exercising public or governmental power must not only avoid what is prohibited by law, they must also do only what they have been authorised by law to do.

That is, a government agency or public official needs express or implied legal authority to make and give effect to an administrative decision. This means that agencies and their administrators may exercise only those functions that have been granted to them – which today is usually done through legislation – along with any ancillary or incidental powers that are necessarily implied to facilitate the exercise of those functions.
The need for legal authority also means that functions can only be exercised ‘by reference to correct legal principles, correctly applied’. Those correct legal principles are concerned with upholding the values of good government decision-making, and include openness, fairness, accountability, consistency, rationality, legality and impartiality.

The ultimate aim of administrative law is good government according to law.

5.3 Existing laws apply to new technologies

When new technology is introduced, it is introduced into an existing legal environment.

No technology is ever introduced into a complete legal vacuum.

The technology may be more or less adapted to that legal environment, and the law itself may be more or less hospitable to the technology. It may also (at least initially) be unclear exactly how the legal environment will accommodate and respond to the technology.

Moreover, the combination of new technology and existing law can generate gaps, inconsistencies or other undesirable outcomes. Where this is the case it may be necessary or desirable to make conscious changes to the law, from minor tweaks to radical overhauls, to meet the challenges of the new technology – a possibility we explore further in chapter 16.

Of particular relevance to this report, the legal environment into which machine technologies are now being introduced is one that is governed by public administrative law – the law which controls government decision-making. That legal environment includes courts, which undertake judicial review of administrative decisions, and administrative tribunals, which can have a role in undertaking merit reviews of some decisions. It also includes a range of integrity bodies such as ombudsman institutions, which – while they may not make legally binding determinations – have a broad remit in terms of investigating and making findings about wrong administrative conduct.

5.4 How administrative law applies to new machine technologies

Administrative law has developed over many centuries, although many of its modern features have developed in the last half century. However, it is essentially principles-based and can therefore be considered, conceptually at least, to be ‘technology-agnostic’. This means that, while the technology used in government decision-making may change, the underlying norms that underpin administrative law remain constant.

There is no reason to expect that administrative law will not evolve in response to the challenges raised by new technology. Indeed, the growth and importance of administrative law over the past half century or so is a by-product of its application and refinement to meet other challenges of modern government such as the rise of the welfare state, large scale bureaucracy, and privatisation.

We can be confident that these laws will continue to be interpreted and applied as the technological context continues to change. A recent survey of Australian academics and legal practitioners about the
impact of information technology on the teaching of administrative law found that ‘many interviewees expressed the view that technological change would not impact fundamental administrative law principles, but instead would be relevant to the interpretation and application of those principles in practice.’ Generally, that is the perspective we have also taken in this report.

In the next chapters we will consider some of the important elements of current administrative law and practice, and how they will likely affect and control the adoption and use of machine technology by government decision makers.

However, we also note in these chapters some potential gaps, or at least uncertainties, in the capacity of existing administrative law rules and associated frameworks to respond to novel issues that may arise with the use of new technologies. In the final chapter of this report, we will ask whether new or additional legal approaches should also be considered.
6. Key administrative law issues for machine technology

In the next 4 chapters we look at some of the key issues raised by administrative law that will likely be most important to machine-aided administrative decision-making.

6.1 The essential requirements for good (and lawful) administrative decision-making

When we provide training to non-lawyers in the public sector on administrative law, we group the essential requirements of administrative law for good decision-making as follows:

A. Proper authorisation
   1. There is a legal power to make the decision.
   2. The person making the decision has the legal authority to do so.
   3. The decision is within the scope of the decision-making power (including, in particular, within the bounds of any discretion that is a component of the power).

B. Appropriate procedures
   4. The decision has followed a fair process.
   5. The procedure meets other legal and ethical obligations.
   6. Reasons are given for the decision (particularly decisions that affect the rights or interests of individuals).

C. Appropriate assessment
   7. The decision answers the right question (which necessitates asking the right question).
   8. The decision is based on a proper analysis of relevant material.
   9. The decision is based on the merits and is reasonable in the circumstances.

D. Adequate documentation
   10. The circumstances surrounding the making of decisions are adequately documented and records kept.

Administrative law is obviously more complex than this simple list may suggest, and there are more technically rigorous ways of classifying its requirements. For simplicity, however, we will stick with the familiar and simple list above.

In the next chapters we will examine the use of machine technology in the context of administrative decision-making by looking at each of the above elements in turn. These chapters are not intended to be exhaustive or definitive. There are myriad ways in which administrative decision-making can go wrong – we are highlighting just some of the more obvious ways things can go wrong when machines are used.

In so doing, we aim to demonstrate why and how

the well-established elements of good administrative decision-making listed above must continue to be given central focus even – or perhaps especially – when new technologies are being used.
Some machine technology use by government will be ‘legally unexceptional’

It is important to acknowledge that there will be many governmental uses of machine technology that will likely be considered legally unexceptional, in the sense that it will probably raise few or no significant concerns from an administrative law perspective.

This does not mean that the principles of administrative law summarised above and considered further below (and especially the underlying requirement of government agencies to act only within their legal authority) do not apply. However, the risks of automating some administrative tasks of government will obviously be much lower in some cases.

There are numerous straightforward administrative decisions that are non-discretionary – where ‘if X’ is the case then the decision must be ‘Y’ and where the question of whether X is the case will be obviously and incontrovertibly true or false. These would seem to be the kinds of functions that may be suited to automated processes, particularly as the reasons for any decision will be clear and there should be no difficulty in identifying if the decision was wrong, and obtaining redress if it was. In such very simple (and especially high-volume) decision-making, community benefits of automation in terms of accuracy, speed and efficiency may ‘count for a great deal’. 69
7. Proper authorisation

7.1 Legal power to make the decision

We are primarily concerned with the legal principles that govern the performance of statutory functions – that is, activities where the source of power is legislation (including Acts, Regulations and other instruments). There are also ‘non-statutory’ sources of government power, such as the powers the Crown can exercise in common with other legal persons (sometimes referred to as ‘executive power’). These include establishing and running workplaces and other enterprises, entering into contracts, procuring goods and services, and bringing and defending proceedings. Of course, machine technology can support the exercise of non-statutory powers too, and their use there has the potential to raise various legal and ethical concerns as well as potential benefits (see chapter 4 above).

However, our main concern here is with the exercise of statutory powers. As is the case with statutory powers exercised exclusively by humans, those exercised by, or with the assistance of, machines will only be lawful if they are consistent with the statute that provides the source of the relevant power. A decision cannot be made to do something that is not within the power given by the relevant statute. This will obviously continue to be true when a machine may be involved in the decision-making process. That point may seem obvious enough. However, its central importance cannot be overstated (see ‘Services Australia Centrelink’s automated compliance program (Robodebt)’ below).

Services Australia Centrelink’s automated income compliance program (Robodebt)

Much has been written about the issues associated with Centrelink’s automated compliance program, and it offers a cautionary tale for government use of machine technology.

Under its compliance program, Centrelink sought to use machine technology to raise and collect debts arising from overpayment of social security benefits and in some cases, apply a discretionary 10% recovery fee. The automated system used by Centrelink was flawed and generated erroneous debt notices. It did this by matching data from the Australian Tax Office with Centrelink data and averaging the income of social security recipients over a period of time. This failed to account for periods of fluctuating income, which were important for the correct calculation of social security benefits. The erroneous debt notices were sent directly to Centrelink customers following notification of a possible discrepancy in their payment.

The automated process replaced the previous manual fact-finding process. While the manual process may also have used averaged income data to identify and question possible overpayment, the automated process now treated this data as evidence of a debt under social security legislation. This triggered a shift in responsibility for proof of debt – the alleged debtor was required to prove that a debt was not owed.

Failure to pay could also result in garnishee action by Centrelink, as in the case of Amato v The Commonwealth of Australia. In that matter, declarations and orders were made by consent acknowledging that the Commonwealth could not be satisfied, based on the income averaging method, that a debt was owed by the applicant, and that there was no foundation for imposing a penalty or taking garnishee action. In November 2019, Centrelink stopped raising debts on the basis of income averaging and a class action lawsuit was filed against the Commonwealth of Australia. Centrelink is currently refunding eligible people who paid debts raised using averaged income information.
Centrelink’s automated income compliance program has been subject to two Senate inquiries in addition to scrutiny through the Senate Estimates process. The Senate Community Affairs References Committee made several recommendations including a review of the legal requirements for all Services Australia compliance activities relating to overpayment.

This case study demonstrates the capacity for errors to impact on a large scale when machine technology is involved, and the importance of agencies obtaining and thoroughly considering legal advice when designing machine technologies to ensure they are applying the correct interpretation of legislation.

7.2 Legal authority of the person making the decision

When Parliament creates a statutory function, it gives someone (or more than one person) power to exercise that function. This person must be a ‘legal person’. A legal person can be a natural person (a human being) or a legally-recognised entity, such as a statutory corporation. In other words, statutory functions are granted to someone who is legally capable of exercising powers and being held accountable for obligations.  

Commonly, when Parliament gives someone power to exercise a function, it will also permit that person to formally delegate the function to a delegate. Those delegates can then perform the function, as long as they comply with any conditions set out in the statute or the instrument of delegation.

Just as a statutory function can only be given by Parliament to a legal person, the function can only be delegated to a legal person.

When a function is delegated, the delegate can independently exercise the function in the same way as the person on whom Parliament conferred the function. This is the way in which many statutory functions are performed.

At law, if a person purports to perform a function:

- without Parliament having given them the power to do so, and
- without a proper delegation

their exercise of the function may be invalid.

Statutory functions are not, and cannot be, granted to or delegated to a machine. The authority and responsibility for exercising a statutory function can only be conferred on or delegated to a legal subject (a someone) and not a legal object (a something).

Administrative assistance (the Carltona principle)

Even when a function has not been formally delegated, the person who has been conferred the function may be able to obtain assistance in the exercise of the function. Bodies corporate can only act through human agents, but even human administrators may be assisted in performing their statutory functions, at least to some extent.

This principle, sometimes referred to as the Carltona principle, recognises that, in conferring a statutory function on an administrator, Parliament does not necessarily intend that the administrator personally undertake every detailed component or step of the function. As a matter of ‘administrative necessity’, some elements of a function might need to be shared with others who are taken to be acting on the administrator’s behalf. The extent to which performance of functions can be shared under the Carltona principle will depend on the particular statutory function.
The reasoning underlying the Carltona principle appears to be sufficiently general that it could extend to permit at least some uses of machine technology. That is, if the holder of a statutory function, having regard to ‘practical necessity’, cannot be expected to personally perform every step of a function in every case, there seems no reason why they should be limited to assistance only from human agents. Instead, they may be able share performance of components of the function with a machine.

However, whether using human or machine assistants, the Carltona principle only permits assistance that is consistent with the administrator remaining, at all times, the one who ultimately retains control of the function and is accountable for its performance. There may also be doubt as to whether assistance can extend to activities that are not routine or that involve the exercise of a statutory discretion.

Further, the principle is based on a necessity imperative. The holder of a statutory function cannot rely on it to authorise sharing performance of a function merely on the basis that it might be more efficient or otherwise desirable to do so. While it is possible the Carltona principle may be extended in the future, whether and how that might happen is not clear.

To date, the Carltona principle has been concerned only with the ability of administrators to rely on human agents. The reasoning that underpins that principle means it has the potential also to support some uses of machine technology.

**Relevant inputs in decision-making**

The Carltona principle is not the only means by which administrators may obtain assistance, whether from other people or other things, to help them better perform their functions.

For example, depending on the particular function, administrators can (and in some cases should, or even must) draw upon the scientific, medical and other technical expertise of others whose input will be relevant contributions to their decisions. Sometimes, this input can even be adopted as a component of the decision of an administrator for certain purposes. For example, an expert medical assessment that provides a report on a person’s level of impairment may be adopted by an administrator for the purposes of then making a compensation decision.

Of course, apart from these expert human inputs, administrators also use traditional forms of technology to provide inputs into their performance of statutory functions: to record, test, calculate, detect, measure, model, and so on.

Inevitably questions will arise as to the extent to which new machine technologies might be recognised as merely an example, or an extension, of these situations.

More simple machine technologies might be viewed as legally comparable to existing tools that administrators are permitted to use in the exercise of their functions. On the other hand, as machine technologies become more sophisticated, might their outputs be recognised as equivalent to the advice of a human expert, where an administrator may take such expertise into account in their decision-making?

We expect that, like the obtaining of expert advice and the use of traditional forms of technology, there will be at least some forms and uses of sophisticated machine technology that will come to be recognised as legitimate tools administrators can use to assist them to perform their functions, within the implicit authority conferred on them by the statute.

However, whether and the extent to which this is so will need to be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the particular statutory function, the proposed technology and the broader decision-making context in which the technology will be used.
7.3 The scope of the decision-making power – including the extent of any discretion

Most administrative powers given to decision makers by legislation involve at least some element of discretion. This raises particular challenges when it comes to the automation of decision-making through machine technology, as any automation will need to be consistent with the discretionary nature of the power.

What is discretion?

We are using the term ‘discretion’ in a broad sense. A function is ‘discretionary’ where there is no one right outcome, or where no one consideration or combination of considerations is ‘necessarily determinative’ of the outcome in all cases. This means that there is some element of ‘decisional freedom’ – the outcome will be one about which there is ‘room for reasonable differences of opinion’ or a ‘choice of legally available alternatives’.

A discretionary function is therefore one in which an administrator has some freedom as to any one or more of the following:

- whether to exercise the function
- how to exercise the function
- the output of the function (i.e. what is ultimately done or not done).

That freedom does not have to be absolute. Indeed, no discretion is ever completely unfettered. There will always be some constraint on how the administrator acts. There is also a statutory presumption which, if it is not displaced, requires the discretion to be exercised in a manner that is consistent with standards of ‘legal reasonableness’.

The types of functions that fall within this broad concept of ‘discretion’ include those where an administrator:

1. is able to decide whether or not to exercise the function on any given occasion (typically identifiable by the use of the term ‘may’ in the relevant legislative provision)
2. can exercise the function in more than one way (for example, may grant a licence with or without conditions)
3. is called upon, when exercising the function, to take into account a range of factors, some of which may ‘pull in different directions’ without a fixed formula (or ‘recipe’) for applying those factors
4. is to evaluate whether someone falls within a category, class or definition contained in legislation (for example a ‘fit and proper person’ or ‘de facto relationship’) that involves an evaluative judgment
5. is permitted or required to exercise a function only if they possess a particular state of mind (such as ‘reasonable suspicion’, ‘reasonable belief’ or ‘satisfaction’).

A technical note about ‘discretionary powers’

It should be noted that the concept of discretion we are using here may be broader than what a court or a lawyer will be referring to when they speak of a ‘discretionary power’.

For example, an administrator who is required to do Y if (and only if) satisfied of X may be said to have a legal duty (and not merely a discretionary power) to do Y. This is because, provided they are satisfied of X, they must do Y. Although being satisfied of X may involve some element of subjective evaluation or
choice, that does not, under this more technical sense of discretion, change the function from a duty to a discretionary power.

Where it is necessary in this report to distinguish between these different concepts of discretion, we refer to the narrower and more technical concept as a ‘formal discretionary power’. Otherwise, when we just refer to ‘discretion’ we just mean it in its more general sense as explained above.\textsuperscript{102}

**The imperative to preserve discretion**

By giving an administrator a discretion, Parliament has relinquished some element of control over individual outcomes, recognising that those outcomes cannot be prescribed or pre-ordained in advance by fixed rules.

But at the same time, Parliament is also prohibiting the administrator from setting and resorting to fixed rules that Parliament itself did not fix. If Parliament had intended to lay down fixed, pre-determinative rules for the exercise of these functions, it would have done so.\textsuperscript{103} Where it has chosen not to do so, that decision must be respected.

This means that

*exercising the discretions that Parliament has given to an administrator is just as important as administrators complying with any fixed rules Parliament has prescribed.*

**Potential issues with using machines in the exercise of discretionary decisions**

Over time, administrative law has developed specific rules concerning the exercise of statutory discretions. These include the so-called ‘rule against dictation’ – see ‘Machine technology and the ‘rule against dictation’ below.

---

**Machine technology and the ‘rule against dictation’**

The so-called ‘rule against dictation’ requires an administrator who has been tasked with a discretionary function to exercise that discretion themselves, and not in automatic obedience to the directions or instructions of another.\textsuperscript{104}

This rule prohibits not just circumstances where the administrator is given an express order or direction from another to act in a particular manner. It also prohibits circumstances where the administrator feels obliged to exercise their discretion in a particular way based on the conclusions or wishes of another – even in circumstances that fall short of a direction or command.\textsuperscript{105}

This does not mean an administrator cannot consider the views of others. However, there is sometimes a fine line between taking into account what is said by another person (which is permitted) and acting at another’s behest (which is not).\textsuperscript{106}

We are not aware of any judicial consideration to suggest that the rule against dictation might be applied directly to machine technology. However, it is easy to see how the principle that underpins that rule – the need for the nominated administrator to exercise their own discretion – could have implications for the lawful use of machine technology by administrators. In particular, an administrator who is under a statutory duty to exercise
discretion may be acting unlawfully if they automatically or unreflectively adopt the instructions, recommendations, advice or output of someone or something else, as to do so would not constitute a genuine exercise of their own discretion.\textsuperscript{107}

There are also rules governing (and limiting) the use of policies and other guidance material to regulate the exercise of discretion – see ‘Machine technology as a means of delivering ‘guidance’ to administrators’ below.

**Machine technology as a means of delivering ‘guidance’ to administrators**

Administrators exercising discretion can be aided in that task by policies, guidelines and other similar resources (‘guidance material’). Might it be appropriate to consider at least some forms of machine technology as effectively just guidance material delivered a new way? Rule-based systems, in particular, that guide administrators through a series of questions and decision-trees may ultimately contain the same information in substance as what was previously provided to them in a written policy or manual.

The development and use of such guidance material to aid the exercise of discretionary functions is generally recognised, often encouraged,\textsuperscript{108} and may sometimes even be required by statute.\textsuperscript{109} Guidance material assists in addressing the tension that may exist between the flexibility and individualisation that discretion permits, and the consistency that public law and good administrative practice requires.\textsuperscript{110} Policies can improve consistency and certainty, mitigating the extent to which outcomes are affected by ‘individual predilection’ (that is, individual preference).\textsuperscript{111}

Guidance material (some of which can be relatively detailed)\textsuperscript{112} is seen as particularly desirable in the exercise of what are sometimes described as ‘high volume’ functions.\textsuperscript{113} Use of this material in these contexts may be necessary to avoid ‘substantial injustice’,\textsuperscript{114} or ‘blinkered and individualised decision-making [which] would be a recipe for maladministration’.\textsuperscript{115}

If machine technology were employed to guide the exercise of discretionary functions, established principles about the lawful use of existing forms of guidance material might be helpful. For example, courts have generally recognised that guidance material to assist in the exercise of discretionary functions will be lawful provided it:

- does not give effect to purposes inconsistent with the purposes of the legislation that created the function\textsuperscript{116}
- leaves the range of discretion intact,\textsuperscript{117} and does not inappropriately exclude or narrow the interpretation of criteria prescribed by legislation\textsuperscript{118}
- does not create inflexible rules that an administrator cannot depart from in the individual case\textsuperscript{119} and
- is not treated by administrators as giving rise to fixed determinative rules to be adhered to regardless of the merits of the individual case.\textsuperscript{120}

Even if a particular machine could, in principle, be considered as conceptually equivalent to some traditional guidance materials, there may be an important distinction in practice: the tendency humans have to uncritically accept and inappropriately rely upon the output of
machine technology systems. If that happens, then there is a risk that the machine moves beyond merely guiding the exercise of discretion (permissible) and instead operates in a way that means that discretion has effectively been lost (impermissible). This concern was noted by the Commonwealth Ombudsman in a 2007 report about a series investigations conducted into immigration decisions.¹²¹

Such rules are best viewed as applications of a more general principle that seeks to preserve the discretion that Parliament has incorporated into the function and conferred on a particular person or persons: where a statute gives discretion to an administrator, the administrator must remain capable of exercising, and must in practice exercise, that discretion. Those given a discretionary statutory function must ‘keep their minds open for the exceptional case’,¹²²

Given this principle, there may be risks in using some forms of machine technology in the exercise of statutory functions that have discretionary elements.

This was the view of the Administrative Review Council in 2004. It concluded that, while ‘expert systems’ might be used to assist an administrator to exercise a discretionary function, the exercise of the discretion should not be automated and any expert systems that are designed to assist in the exercise of discretionary functions should not fetter the exercise of that function by the administrator.¹²³

In summary, and at least on the current authorities, it should be assumed that:

Machine technology cannot be used in the exercise of discretionary functions if (and to the extent that) it would result in the discretion being effectively disregarded or fettered.

If a discretion has been given to an administrator, the discretion must remain the preserve of that administrator and there must, in law and in practice, continue to be a genuine exercise of that discretion by that administrator.¹²⁴

If the introduction of machine technology into a discretionary decision-making system has the effect that the administrator is no longer able to – or does not in practice – continue to exercise genuine discretion, that system will be inconsistent with the statute that granted the discretion, and its outputs will be unlawful.¹²⁵

In practice, this likely means that discretionary decisions cannot be fully automated by a machine.
8. Appropriate procedures

8.1 The decision has followed a fair process

Good administrative decision-making requires a fair process. The process will only be fair if it is also reasonably perceived to be fair by those affected. There are many elements that make up a fair process – those elements include transparency, accountability, and proper management of expectations.

In administrative law, a core requirement for a fair process is known as ‘procedural fairness’ (sometimes also termed ‘natural justice’). Procedural fairness requires:

- that the decision maker acts free of bias (the ‘no bias’ rule), and
- that those directly affected by decisions be given a genuine opportunity to be heard (the ‘hearing rule’).

Unless clearly excluded by legislation, administrators must apply procedural fairness principles when exercising statutory functions which could affect the rights or interests of individuals. However, what procedural fairness requires in a given circumstances will vary depending on the legislative context – there is no one-size-fits-all prescription that will answer all procedural fairness requirements.

The importance of affording procedural fairness may pose several challenges for machine technology.

Bias

One of the most commonly cited risks of machine technology is the introduction or amplification of inherent biases in the input data. This may be because of the way it has been coded, or it may be as a result of the way in which it has ‘learned’ from data sets that were themselves affected by historical or systemic (and perhaps hidden) biases.

However, the no-bias rule is traditionally concerned with the requirement that the administrator bring an ‘impartial mind’ to the making of the decision. Bias may be ‘actual’ or ‘apprehended’. Apprehended bias occurs where a fair-minded observer might reasonably perceive that a person might not bring an impartial mind to their task. Actual bias will be established when the administrator is ‘so committed to a conclusion already formed as to be incapable of alteration, whatever evidence or arguments may be presented’.

It is unclear if and how the no-bias rule will be applied to address other kinds of systemic bias that may be introduced by machines. Similarly, it is unclear whether algorithmic bias – systematic and repetitive errors that result in unfair outcomes – may come to be accepted as a ground of ‘bias’ in judicial review proceedings.

Whether or not that happens, algorithmic bias may result in other kinds of unlawful conduct or maladministration – for example, if the effect is that the decision has been based on extraneous considerations’ (see chapter 9), is unreasonable, has involved unlawful discrimination, or otherwise generates systemically unjust or improperly discriminatory outcomes.
**Algorithmic bias**

One of the most significant concerns about machine technology, and in particular those that apply machine learning techniques, is its potential to reflect and amplify bias against minority and vulnerable groups. These concerns are heightened by the challenges in detecting such biases given the complexity and inherent opaqueness of the technology (see chapter 13).

Bias most commonly reflects and amplifies historical biases and inequalities contained, sometimes hidden, in the data sets from which machines learn.

Bias can also arise where that data set is unrepresentative or incomplete. For example, if training data is more representative of some groups than others, the accuracy of the model’s outputs tend to be systematically worse for under-represented groups. This has been observed in the case of facial recognition technology trained disproportionately on lighter skin tones and therefore significantly less accurate for darker skinned individuals. On the other hand, bias can also result where more data fields are available for some groups than others. For example, in the United States a child welfare screening tool that is able to use data from means-tested programs (such as mental health counselling or drug treatment services) will have that data for lower-income families without having corresponding data on the use of similar services by wealthier families, with the result that child welfare risks may be disproportionately rated higher for poorer families.

Importantly, even training data that does not explicitly include sensitive attributes like race or gender may be susceptible to bias, because a learning algorithm can develop proxies for sensitive attributes. For example, in the United States zip codes can often be a proxy for race. Height or weight may be proxies for gender. Training data that excludes gender fields but includes names might give rise to gender proxies – for example, an algorithm may learn to generate different results if the name on record is ‘Tony’ or ‘Toni’.

This means that an algorithm that is blind to a sensitive attribute may produce a similarly biased outcome as one that overtly uses the attribute in a discriminatory manner. Indeed, in some cases to simply omit any sensitive attributes may be counter-productive – both because it may lead to complacency and a failure to recognise and address proxies hidden elsewhere in the data, and because it may prevent the designers from building in processes that attempt to ‘correct’ for historical bias (a so-called ‘fairness-through-awareness’ approach).

The key point is that algorithmic bias may arise without any intention to discriminate, without any awareness that it is occurring, and despite the best intentions of designers to exclude data fields that record any sensitive attributes or any obvious (to humans) proxies. This is one reason why formal evaluation, auditing and ongoing monitoring processes are essential.

Some of the growing number of examples from around the world where machine technology has been shown to generate or amplify bias include:

- Recently in the United Kingdom, government use of machine technology came under scrutiny when the Department for Education used automation to grade school leavers who could not sit exams due to the coronavirus pandemic. The system downgraded the results of large numbers of students in the state school system based on a model which was found to be favourably biased toward private schools. Ultimately, the grades awarded using automation were withdrawn in favour of predictions made by teachers.

- A team of researchers were recently able to demonstrate hidden racial bias in an algorithm used widely in the US health care system to prioritise referral to a program aimed at improving outcomes for patients with complex medical needs. The algorithm used the cost
of healthcare as a proxy for illness, which resulted in bias against African American patients as they had systemically unequal access to care, meaning that less money is spent on their health care. By failing to take those systemic differences into account, the system effectively assumed that African American people were healthier than they were, and correspondingly required African American people to be sicker in order to be assessed as eligible for additional assistance. The algorithm developer later confirmed the results found by the researchers.\textsuperscript{142}

- Amazon’s experimental hiring tool used machine technology to review and score job applicants’ resumes from 1 to 5 stars. The experiment was shown to be biased towards men, because the machine had been trained using the resumes submitted to Amazon over the previous decade, and most of those were from men (in a technology industry still dominated by male employees).\textsuperscript{143} The algorithm had learnt to model predicted employment outcomes based on word patterns in the resumes, rather than relevant skill sets. Consequently, it penalised resumes that included the word ‘women’s’ or referred to women’s colleges. Although Amazon ‘scrubbed’ the data to prevent it from overtly discriminating based on those parameters, there was no way to ensure the algorithm would not learn an alternative model that would also unfairly sort and rank male candidates higher, and the algorithm was scrapped.\textsuperscript{144}

- Amazon also used an algorithm to decide which neighbourhoods would be eligible for, or excluded from, its same-day Prime delivery system. The decision relied on whether a neighbourhood had a sufficient number of existing Prime members, proximity to a warehouse, and availability of willing delivery couriers. The purpose was to exclude unprofitable neighbourhoods. However, the result was unintentionally discriminatory, as the model resulted in the exclusion of poor and predominantly African American neighbourhoods.\textsuperscript{145}

- A Georgetown Law School study found significant overrepresentation of African American people in ‘mug-shot’ data bases. This meant that facial recognition networks used by law enforcement produced a biased effect, as the faces of African American people were more likely to be falsely matched.\textsuperscript{146}

- In a well-reported case, the Allegheny County Department of Human Services purchased a decision tool (the Allegheny Family Screening Tool) to generate scores as to which children are most likely to be removed from their homes within two years or to be re-referred to the child welfare office for suspected abuse. The tool was rebuilt after the County undertook an independent evaluation, which identified statistical unfairness, including racial bias.\textsuperscript{147}

**A right to be heard**

The hearing rule might typically require an administrator to notify an individual of a possible or proposed decision or course of action and invite them to respond, with information or arguments, before the decision is finalised or course of action taken.\textsuperscript{148}

One of the important questions that arises here is whether it is necessary, before the affected person is invited to provide their views on the proposed decision or action, to inform them if a machine has proposed, or been involved in proposing, that decision or action?
We are not aware of any court decision that has directly addressed this question. We expect that, from a strictly legal perspective, the answer may be that it depends on the particular decision or action in question and the nature and extent of the particular machine process involved.

However, as a matter of good administrative practice, our view is that this information should always be disclosed to the person.

Even if the administrator does not consider that the machine’s involvement could be relevant in any way to anything the person might possibly wish to put forward for consideration, the person may have a different view.

Perhaps even more importantly, the mere fact that a machine has made (or was substantially involved in making) the proposed decision may be important to the person in deciding whether or not to make any submission at all. Knowing that an adverse decision was merely the output of some machine process may impel the affected person to make a submission when they otherwise might have simply accepted the outcome. If a decision is going to be made that affects them adversely, and even if it turns out that the decision is correct and cannot be changed, they may reasonably want to ensure that their situation has at least been considered by someone with a genuine (human) capacity to understand the decision and its consequences and impact for them. The right to be heard is not just about ensuring the correct decision is made in light of all relevant considerations – it is also a right of ‘respect’ to the person affected by the decision.

In our view, as a matter of good administrative practice, a right to be heard before a decision is finalised generally requires the person also to be told if a machine has made, or has materially contributed to the making of, the proposed decision.

8.2 Other legal and ethical obligations

Compliance with other lawful and ethical obligations in an administrative decision-making process involves such things as acting honestly and avoiding conflicts of interest. To some extent, the use of machine technology could help to mitigate the risk of contravening these obligations where they might otherwise result from human failings.

However, the requirement to meet other obligations also means complying with laws beyond the statute that creates the relevant function. This reflects an important element of the ‘rule of law’: like citizens, government must also abide by the law.

Some of these other laws, such as those governing privacy, freedom of information and anti-discrimination, have general application to most administrative functions, but will have particular implications for processes that involve machine automation:

(a) Privacy

Administrative agencies are required to comply with general privacy obligations concerning the collection, storage, use and disclosure of personal information. In NSW, those obligations are imposed by the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (PIPPA) and the Health Records and Information Privacy Act 2002 (HRIPA).

Concerns have been raised about machine technology within the broader context of data protection, as governments increasingly digitise their operations. The use of machines will, in many instances involve collecting, translating and reducing personal information to a form that is suitable for use by machine technology. That process will also be coloured by assumptions and interpretations of the designers of the system in determining what personal information is relevant to code and the significance of any particular piece of information. This may raise particular issues for agencies’ obligations concerning the currency, accuracy and completeness of the personal information they hold, and whether that might be potentially misleading. There may also be issues
to consider relating to obligations concerning the permitted uses, retention, safe storage, and destruction of the personal information that is being held.

Agencies will need to have proper regard to these issues in the design and implementation of machine technology systems. The NSW Privacy Commissioner has noted that presently there is no mandatory legal requirement even to conduct a privacy impact assessment before adopting machine technology, even though such technologies ‘can give rise to unique and complex privacy issues’.  

While allegations of violations of a person’s privacy are excluded from the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction (as they are matters for the NSW Privacy Commissioner), we suggest that a privacy impact assessment should be included as an essential element of any machine technology design process, and it should be made public.

(b) Freedom of information

NSW’s primary freedom of information law – the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (NSW) (GIPA Act) – deals with information and the records that hold them in a way that is intentionally technology-agnostic.  

The aims of the legislation are to open government information to the public to maintain and advance a system of responsible and representative democratic government.

The GIPA Act places various obligations on agencies within NSW in respect of the publication and release of the information that they create and hold. The GIPA Act also provides rights for people to apply for access to government information.

These rights remain applicable where government uses technology to provide services and inform decisions.  

The NSW Information Commissioner has issued guidance noting that:

This technology [automated decision-making systems that involve a computerised process that either assists or replaces the judgement of human decision-maker] can perform many functions that previously could only be done by humans. As these systems are adopted by governments, citizens will increasingly be subject to actions and decisions taken by, or with the assistance of, automated decision-making systems. To fully exercise their rights, it is important that individuals are able to access information on how a decision is made and what information was used to reach that decision.  

(c) Anti-discrimination

Under the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW), it is unlawful, in the provision of services and in a broad range of other contexts, to discriminate against a person because of any of the following characteristics: disability (including disease and illness), sex (including pregnancy and breastfeeding), race, age, marital or domestic status, homosexuality, transgender status and carer’s responsibilities. The protections afforded by this Act are long established and similar laws apply in other Australian jurisdictions.

Discrimination may be direct or indirect. The use of machine technology can result in outcomes that involve either direct or indirect discrimination. Furthermore, the use of such technology may also make it more difficult to detect or to understand if unlawful discrimination is occurring.

Apart from the difficulties in obtaining accessible information about how the technology has generated its output, there may be a tendency to assume that these systems are neutral, free of human bias and therefore incapable of unlawful discrimination. This may lead agencies to discount or minimise the need to ensure the operation of machines comply with anti-discrimination obligations.
However, in the case of pre-programmed rules, a machine will obviously reflect and potentially amplify any intended or unintended pre-existing bias or assumption which influenced its programming.\textsuperscript{159}

More recent machine learning technologies can present a more complex challenge. Current forms of machine learning develop effectively their own rules based on statistically significant correlations from available data. Such self-developed rules may be constructed from and promote proxies for protected characteristics within their decision-making matrices, whether as a result of assumptions in the training data or learnt correlations.\textsuperscript{160} The learning capabilities of these systems also means these rules are not static and may change over time, for better or worse.

This means that it is not sufficient for agencies to design machines in ways that are not overtly discriminatory, and to not use training data sets that explicitly record protected characteristics. Agencies will need to test, and then regularly monitor and audit, the operation of their learning machine to ensure it continues to operate in accordance with anti-discrimination legislation.\textsuperscript{161}

There may also be less obvious legal rights and obligations that interact with particular statutory functions, which must be considered when functions are to be handled by machine technology. Few statutory functions operate independently of any other written or unwritten laws.

In the Revenue NSW case study, for example, the function being exercised was the issuing of garnishee orders on banks and other financial institutions under the \textit{Fines Act 1996} (NSW). These orders direct third parties – financial institutions – to deduct specific amounts from the accounts of account holders and transfer them to Revenue NSW. Failure by a financial institution to comply with a direction of this kind can constitute an offence.

However, any technological process to issue such orders, even if it adhered to all of the provisions of the Fines Act, might still need to consider insolvency and bankruptcy legislation provisions that govern the priority in which debtors of an insolvent company or bankrupt individual are to be paid.\textsuperscript{162} There are also principles of unwritten law that prevent garnishee orders being issued on joint accounts held by financial institutions, or accounts where the funds in the account are held in trust.\textsuperscript{163}

Few statutory functions operate in isolation. Many of them must comply with other written and unwritten laws. It will be necessary to take steps to identify these and ensure that any use of machine technology is compliant with them.

Some requirements – such as those imposed by privacy, freedom of information and anti-discrimination laws – will likely always be relevant to some extent, and need to be considered. Care is particularly needed to ensure that the risk of algorithmic bias does not result in conduct or decisions that would amount to indirect discrimination.

8.3 Reasons are given for the decision (particularly decisions that affect the rights or interests of individuals)

The giving of reasons\textsuperscript{164} is a basic principle of good administration – a person, especially one whose individual interests or rights have been adversely affected, is generally entitled to an explanation as to why that has happened.

In some cases the requirements of procedural fairness will mean that there is also a legal duty to provide reasons.\textsuperscript{165} Sometimes this requirement is expressly imposed by statute, either specifically in relation to a particular decision, or more generally under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{166} In other cases it is implied because of the nature of the function, the person exercising it and the impact it has on those affected by it.\textsuperscript{167} If, for example, there is a right of review or appeal, a requirement to provide reasons...
will usually be implied, as knowing the reasons for a decision is essential to a person’s ability to decide whether and how to challenge it.

Even where there is no specific legal requirement, the NSW Ombudsman’s Office and other ombuds have consistently taken the view that reasons are an essential requirement of good administrative practice and should be provided to any person whose interests are significantly affected by a decision, at least upon request.

The purposes of reasons include:

(a) Transparency

The person is better able to see:

- The facts and reasoning that were the basis of the decision.
- That the decision was not made arbitrarily or based on mere speculation.
- To what extent any arguments they put forward have been understood or considered.
- Whether they have been dealt with fairly.
- Whether or not they might choose to exercise any rights of objection, review, appeal or complaint, and the arguments they will have to respond to if they do.
- How they might need to adjust their position to achieve more favourable decisions in the future.

(b) Accountability

Decision makers who are required to explain their decision have a greater incentive to ensure those decisions are defensible and based on acknowledged facts. Supervisors, as well as those with an external review role, are also in a better position to assess the decision, including whether it was reached lawfully, based on relevant considerations, and on the merits of the case.

(c) Quality

Decision makers who are required to explain their decision have a greater incentive to carefully identify and assess the relevant issues and apply rigour in their reasoning. Other decision makers can use reasons as guidance for the assessment or determination of similar issues in future.168

Where reasons are required, the degree of detail required in those reasons may also be prescribed by legislation but, where it is not, will depend on the nature of the administrator and the function, and the circumstances in which it is exercised.169

The prevalence of complaints, proceedings and applications in which individuals claim they have not been given adequate reasons for decisions is testament to the importance (and the complexity involved) in ensuring that actions are adequately explained and capable of being understood.

---

Using machine technology to administer Commonwealth child support payments

Commonwealth child support legislation imposes an obligation on certain parents to make periodic payments through the Child Support Registrar to the other parent of their child or children. The legislation recognises that the liable parent may also make payments to third persons, for example when school fees are paid directly to the child’s school.
When these payments are made, the registrar has the discretion, in certain circumstances, to deduct those other payments from the amount that would otherwise be required to be paid to the other parent.

In proceedings concerning the registrar’s decisions to deduct certain payments of this kind, it became evident that the registrar had been using an ‘automation’ process. This had been done by automatically crediting the amount of school fees paid by the liable parent over several months. The registrar would then advise the other parent that the payment had been made and an equivalent amount had been deducted from the child support payment, giving them an opportunity to object.

The Tribunal criticised this practice, of issuing ‘provisional’ decisions and inviting the payee to object, as not in compliance with the legislation, describing it as ‘well intentioned’ but ‘legally flawed’. The Tribunal also added that ‘[i]t must be doubtful that the sort of automation contended for can be consistent with a discretionary administrative decision in any event’.

Where reasons are required to be given, there is no uniform standard that will be adequate in all circumstances. Generally, reasons should, when read as a whole, show the ‘actual path of reasoning’ taken by the administrator, or provide ‘an explanation connecting any findings of fact with the ultimate decision’. Interpretation legislation in some Australian jurisdictions may also mandate certain content.

The giving of reasons is just as important when machine technology has been involved in the making of decisions. In our view, if machine technology has been materially involved in the process of making a decision, and the decision is one for which reasons ought to be given, then it would be unreasonable for the statement of those reasons to fail to include some explanation of the fact, nature and extent of the machine technology’s involvement.

Reasons why machine involvement should be disclosed when giving reasons include:

- Failure to disclose this information appears misleading by omission, as most people would otherwise assume that the statement reflects the human decision maker’s own reasoning processes. If, however, someone or something else has taken much of the cognitive load of the decision-making, then the decision maker’s reliance or consideration of their work is part of the reasons for the decision and should be disclosed as such.
- The involvement of a machine in the decision-making process may affect the ways in which the decision can be challenged or reviewed. Informing the person affected of that involvement is therefore important to give them a genuine opportunity to decide whether and how to exercise their rights of challenge or review.
- Disclosure provides the opportunity to build confidence in decisions and decision-making processes. People may be reassured by the use of properly-designed technology that has helped to ensure the impartiality, rigour, consistency and accuracy of decisions. On the other hand, secrecy about the involvement of technology is likely to undermine public confidence and raise suspicions about why that involvement was not disclosed.

In chapter 13 we will consider in more detail how requirements of transparency, including the requirement to give reasons, should be considered when designing and implementing machine technology.
9. Appropriate assessment

9.1 The decision answers the right question (which necessitates asking the right question)

The development of machine technology for use in the exercise of statutory functions will require the translation of legislation, and related guidance material (such as directions or policies), into a form capable of being turned into code that machines can read. Whether, and to what extent that can be done will depend on the type and style of legislation, the correct interpretation of the legislation, and the capabilities and limitations of the particular technology employed. Importantly, it will also depend on the expertise of those who translate the legal text into code, and the processes developed to undertake that task.

Perhaps the most basic error that can be made when introducing automation into the exercise of statutory functions is to misinterpret or misapply the legislative scheme – effectively, to ask the machine the wrong question. Of course, this is not a risk that is confined to technology: human beings are quite capable of misinterpreting and misapplying legislation. However, for a variety of reasons the risk may be magnified when technology is involved:

(a) The likelihood of error may be greater

Laws drafted and made by humans, to be read and implemented by humans, do not readily lend themselves to translation into code. Computer code generally is ‘more precise and has a narrower vocabulary than natural language’ used in legislation. The need to translate law into code introduces an additional step in realising the intention of Parliament.

Those involved in designing technology to exercise statutory functions will typically not have expertise or experience in interpreting legislation or exercising administrative functions. This translation process must also be repeated every time the relevant legislation is amended, and when judicial decisions or changes to other laws affect the way the legislation is interpreted or applied.

The risk of error with technologically embedded compliance processes is highlighted by a growing body of court cases where contraventions of statutory obligations by private entities have been attributed, at least in part, to ‘information technology system issues’.

(b) The consequences of error may be more significant

Error in code will almost inevitably affect more outcomes (and therefore more individuals) than an error committed by a particular administrator. One of the key advantages of machines – their potential to process high volumes of data at high speed – means that errors may be replicated at a rate exceeding that of any human administrator. Consequently, the number of people adversely affected by a single error may be substantial.

(c) The detection of error may be more difficult

While administrators have internal processes for detecting human errors in the exercising of functions, detection of errors in outcomes of machine processes will call for an interrogation in a manner beyond the capability of most administrators. Those affected by erroneous decisions, particularly if they are already vulnerable, may also be less able to identify or effectively challenge a machine error that arises from within the technology design and where the error is not immediately apparent in the output of any individual case.
(d) *Rectifying an error may be more costly and take more time*

If a human decision maker makes an error, then their conduct can easily be corrected for future decisions. Even a systemic error perpetuated by an error in policy or other guidance material can generally be remedied quickly. However, if an error is detected in machine technology, fixing the error may be difficult, costly and time consuming. This may be particularly so if the technology has been procured through an external vendor. An agency that is aware that machine technology contains an error, but is unable immediately to fix those errors, may be in a difficult position if the move to automation has left it with no other means of exercising the function.

Any errors in the translation process may mean that, even in circumstances where technology can otherwise be used consistently with principles of administrative law, doubts will arise about the legality and reliability of any decisions and actions of the public agency relying upon the machine process.

---

**Lost in translation – a simple error converting legislation into code**

A recent complaint handled by our office illustrates the challenges involved in automating even those statutory functions that on paper seem very simple.

If the holder of a NSW driver licence exceeds the permitted number of demerit points within a 3 year period, Transport for NSW (TfNSW) may suspend their licence and/or declare them ineligible to obtain a licence for a period of time (a *licence suspension*).\(^{181}\)

If the driver does not wish to serve the licence suspension period, they can opt instead to enter into a 12-month good behaviour period.\(^{182}\) If the holder incurs any more than 2 demerit points within that period, they must incur a licence suspension for a period twice as long as the original licence suspension.\(^{183}\) A licence suspension in those circumstances is not discretionary.

Licence suspensions are initiated through the issuing of suspension notices. These notices specify the date (a certain number of days after the date of the notice) when the suspension will begin and how long it will last.

TfNSW has automated its process for issuing notices of these licence suspensions through the use of machine technology (the *DRIVES* system). DRIVES has been programmed in such a way that a different process is followed depending on how long the driver’s licence has until expiry at the time of the suspension:

- If there are 35 or more days left to expiry, the notice will be automatically issued.
- If there are fewer than 35 days left to expiry, no notice is issued. Instead, when the driver applies to renew their licence they will be denied a licence and given a licence suspension notice.

In the complaint we received, a driver had incurred more than 2 demerit points during the good behaviour period. At the relevant time, their licence had fewer than 35 days to expiry.

Aware that they faced a 6-month period of licence suspension given the recent demerits, the driver did not immediately seek to renew their licence. They assumed that their licence was or would promptly be suspended.

However, because the automated notice system was programmed not to issue a notice unless or until a new licence application was made, no licence suspension was triggered.
Some months later, the driver applied for a new licence. The application was refused and they were only then issued with notice of a 6 month licence suspension. As a notice can only set a licence suspension to commence in the future, this meant that the suspension period only began then and not months earlier when it should have been triggered.

The case suggests that those coding TfNSW’s machine made certain assumptions, including that any driver whose licence had expired would apply promptly for a new licence.

The lengthy delay before the notice of licence suspension was issued meant that there was a lengthy delay before the suspension period commenced. TfNSW acknowledged the error but noted that it had no power to ‘backdate’ the suspension. It did, however, apologise to the complainant.

It seems possible that the machine would have been coded differently had the legislation explicitly set a specific time limit within which any notice must be sent – that is, if the legislation expressly stated that a notice of licence suspension must be sent within so many days of a bond breach occurring. However, although the legislation does not say this, a requirement to issue a notice within a reasonable time is implied by common law, taking into account the purpose of the statutory requirement and the surrounding legislative provisions. Such an implied requirement may not have been obvious to those involved in designing the code for the machine if they were not experienced in statutory interpretation.

TfNSW has acknowledged to us that its code is incorrect in this respect, and that notices of licence suspension should always be issued promptly. However, while it is committed to fixing the error, it will not be possible to do so until the next scheduled system update. In the interim, it will consider whether there are any interim measures it can put in place until the system can be corrected.

9.2 The decision is based on a proper analysis of relevant material

No decision-making discretion is given to an administrator in absolute or unconditional terms. All functions are qualified to some extent by available, obligatory and extraneous considerations, each of which impact on the exercise of a function in different ways:

**Available considerations** are facts or matters that may be taken into account but are not required to be taken into account.

**Obligatory considerations** are facts or matters that Parliament has determined must be taken into account when exercising a discretionary power.

A failure to take an obligatory factor into account may render the exercise of power unlawful, and potentially invalid.

In many cases, obligatory considerations are expressly stated in the legislation that created the function. Even where legislation giving a function to an administrator does not expressly set out any obligatory considerations, they may be implied having regard to the subject matter, scope and purpose of the statute.

**Extraneous considerations** are facts or matters that must not be taken into account by an administrator when exercising a function.

Extraneous considerations, like obligatory considerations, may be set out in the statute or (more generally) they will be implied having regard to the subject matter, scope and purpose of the power being exercised. Where an administrator takes into account an extraneous
consideration, their conduct can be seen to reflect ‘an extraneous or improper purpose or to render the decision arbitrary or capricious’. The result may be that the decision is invalid.

While an administrator may be given considerable freedom with regard to available considerations, they must have regard to obligatory considerations and must not have regard to extraneous considerations.

When designing and implementing machine technology, it is essential to ensure that doing so does not result in any obligatory considerations being overlooked or extraneous considerations coming into play.

9.3 The decision is based on the merits and is reasonable in the circumstances

As already noted, many administrative functions involve an element of discretion. This permits administrators to deliver appropriately individualised outcomes when exercising functions in contexts and circumstances that are inherently unique, and which cannot be perfectly foreseen or prescribed in advance. In other words, decisions must be based ‘on the merits’ of each particular case.

This requirement overlaps many of the matters already discussed – for example, a decision that is affected by bias, or that has been made on the basis of discriminatory or otherwise extraneous considerations, is not a decision made on its (legal) merits.

At the same time, any exercise of discretion must also be reasonable. In assessing what is reasonable in any particular case it may be appropriate to consider whether the decision is consistent with decisions made in other cases – that is, are like cases treated alike and are different cases treated differently?

While not a stand-alone ground of review in administrative law, a lack of consistency may indicate a decision has not been made on its merits, is arbitrary and not reasonable, or is ‘infected’ by some other specific error. In addition, there will also be ‘limits beyond which such inconsistency itself constitutes a form of injustice.’

Machine technology has the potential to enhance consistency of outcomes between like cases by controlling for the risk of human biases and other idiosyncrasies associated with multiple human decision makers.

However, there may be a tension between the attainment of this consistency and the requirement to treat each individual case on its merits.

Although a judicial rather than an administrative decision, criminal sentencing decisions provide a clear example where such tensions could arise. Under the laws of sentencing, the task of the sentencer is said to be to arrive at an ‘instinctive synthesis’. Each individual to be sentenced and each case is inherently unique, and there are multiple factors the sentencer must take into account. These factors are ‘incommensurable, and indeed, in many respects, inconsistent’. For this reason, the goal of ‘reasonable consistency’ between sentences is considered incapable of any ‘mathematical expression’.

In cases such as this, consistency is important, but the kind of consistency that is sought is a consistent application of principles and reasoning to each different decision, and not merely some formulaic or statistical consistency. The High Court has already raised caution about using statistics and ‘guideline judgments’ in exercising sentencing discretion.

[Rec]ording what sentences have been imposed in other cases is useful if, but only if, it is accompanied by an articulation of what are to be seen as the unifying principles which those disparate sentences may reveal. The production of bare statistics about sentences that have been passed tells the judge who is about to pass sentence on an offender very little that is useful if the sentencing judge is not also told why those sentences were fixed as they were.
To focus on the result of the sentencing task, to the exclusion of the reasons which support the result, is to depart from fundamental principles of equal justice. Equal justice requires identity of outcome in cases that are relevantly identical. It requires different outcomes in cases that are different in some relevant respect. Publishing a table of predicted or intended outcomes masks the task of identifying what are relevant differences.\textsuperscript{202}

This does not mean that machine technology could not come to play any role at all in such complex and inherently case-by-case decision-making. However, it does suggest that the role of machine technology will be limited.

For example, a machine that outputs a suggested sentence or sentence range would seem to be significantly less legally safe to the sentencing decision maker than a machine that provides, with some empirically validated degree of accuracy,\textsuperscript{203} a numerical rating of the risk of reoffending – that is, something the sentencer could feasibly consider within their overall ‘intuitive synthesis’.\textsuperscript{204} Of course, there are other obvious risks there, including the risk that inherent but hidden biases in the historic data sets – such as racial stereotyping – will be entrenched or even amplified in such machine-generated risk ratings (see chapter 8).

Unsurprisingly, in other jurisdictions where machine technology has been used for judicial decisions like sentencing, significant concerns have been raised about them – see below ‘Machine technology in sentencing – COMPAS’.

---

**Machine technology in sentencing – COMPAS**

The Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) is a risk assessment tool used in the United States that aims to predict the likelihood of reoffending. Originally designed for use in post-sentencing supervision decisions, it is now used in sentencing and other criminal justice processes. COMPAS works by analysing an individual against certain criteria and historical data – an output is produced by way of a score ranking them from low risk to high risk of committing future crime. The specifics of how the system uses inference in performing its calculations are not known.

COMPAS has been widely criticised due to doubts about its accuracy and concerns about discrimination, with one researcher claiming that COMPAS ‘is no more accurate or fair than predictions made by people with little or no criminal justice expertise.’\textsuperscript{205}

A review of the tool by ProPublica (a non-profit organisation) found that the system was unreliable in predicting violent crime, as well as being racially biased. ProPublica claims that it wrongly predicts African American defendants to be reoffenders at almost twice the rate as it does for white defendants.\textsuperscript{206} It is understood that ‘race’ itself is not a variable in COMPAS, but that bias appears to result from the relationships between race and other characteristics concerning social economic factors (which may operate as proxies for race), as well as because of historical training data that reflects human biases present in policing decisions.

The creator of COMPAS has disputed ProPublica’s findings,\textsuperscript{207} and it has since been noted that the tool creator and ProPublica each measured fairness based on different and incompatible measures.\textsuperscript{208}

Tools like COMPAS also raise again concerns about the degree of reliance and trust decision makers place in the outputs of machine technology. ProPublica provides an example of a US judge who overturned a plea deal more favourable to the defendant to impose an increased
prison sentence after considering the COMPAS prediction that the defendant had a high risk of future violent crime.\textsuperscript{209}

In 2016, the Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld the use of COMPAS in sentencing.\textsuperscript{210} The Court required, however, that a written warning (or ‘advisement’) be given to judges using COMPAS about its limitations. However, questions remain about how effective such a warning could be.\textsuperscript{211} The editors of the Harvard Law Review observe:

[The larger problem] is simply that most judges are unlikely to understand algorithmic risk assessments... [T]he court was mistaken to think that as long as judges are informed about COMPAS's potential inaccuracy, they can discount appropriately.

Additionally, the warning will likely be ineffectual in changing the way judges think about risk assessments given the pressure within the judicial system to use these assessments as well as the cognitive biases supporting data reliance.... Research suggests that it is challenging and unusual for individuals to defy algorithmic recommendations.\textsuperscript{212} [references omitted]
10. Adequate documentation

10.1 The circumstances surrounding the making of decisions is adequately documented and records kept

One of the easiest, and unfortunately most common, findings an Ombudsman can make is that an agency failed to properly document and keep records of its decision-making.

In general, the basic documentation required to be kept for any decision will include:

- details of the decision itself
- reasons for the decision
- the identity of the decision maker
- the date of the decision
- copies of any written notification, or file-notes of any non-written communication, of the decision, to the person affected or to any other person.

These requirements apply equally to decisions made with the assistance of machines. Under the State Records Act 1988 (and related information legislation, including the GIPA Act) terms like ‘record’, ‘information’ and ‘document’ are defined in technology-neutral ways:

record means any document or other source of information compiled, recorded or stored in written form or on film, or by electronic process, or in any other manner or by any other means.

Machine technology, however, can raise particular issues for the maintenance of appropriate records. For that reason, it is important that agencies’ recordkeeping policies include provisions that directly address the records required to be kept in relation to any machine technology in use by the agency.

For example, agencies will need to ensure that they maintain a register of all versions of their systems, with their dates and a description of the changes made between each version. The changes should specifically note any updates that have arisen because of a change in law or policy. Ideally, previous versions should be kept in full, so that past decisions made using that version can be replicated and reviewed, if necessary.

In chapter 13, we consider in more detail the importance, when designing machine technology, of identifying the information that will need to be kept and published to ensure transparency and promote accountability.
Part 3:
Designing machine technology to comply with the law and fundamental principles of good government
11. Putting in place the right team

In this and the next 4 chapters, we consider some of the practical steps that government agencies should take when designing and implementing machine technology to support the exercise of an existing statutory function.

These chapters proceed on the assumption that the relevant agency or official already has the relevant function, is currently exercising that function without the use of machine technology, and is contemplating the adoption of some form of machine technology to assist its exercise of that function in the future.

We focus on 5 critical steps that agencies should take:

1. establish a multi-disciplinary design team (lawyers, policymakers, operational experts, and technicians), with clearly allocated roles and responsibilities (chapter 11)
2. assess the appropriate degree of human involvement in the decision-making processes, having regard to the nature of the particular function and the statute in question (chapter 12)
3. ensure transparency, by deciding what can and should be disclosed about the use of machine technology to those whose interests may be affected by the relevant function (chapter 13)
4. test before operationalising, and establish ongoing monitoring, audit and review processes (chapter 14)
5. consider whether legislative amendment is necessary or prudent (chapter 15).

In this chapter we start with step one: establishing the right design team.

11.1 It’s not an IT project

*Adopting machine technology to support a government function should not be viewed as simply, or primarily, an information technology project.*

It is, rather, a coordinated exercise of legal, policy and operational process development, aided by technology. As such, the team that is formed to design and implement the project needs to include – and indeed, be led by – those with relevant, and sufficiently senior, legal, policy and operational expertise, who can work with and guide the technology specialists.

Each of these individuals must have appropriate degrees of involvement and authority throughout the project. Legal, policy and operational experts should not be relegated to ‘consultation’ or ‘advisory’ status, and nor should they simply be given a near-finished product for review or endorsement.

It is clearly better for all parties (including for the efficiency and reputation of the agency itself) if machine technology is designed by those who are best placed to know whether it is delivering demonstrably lawful and fair decisions, rather than having to try to ‘retrofit’ that expertise into the system later when it is challenged in court proceedings or an Ombudsman investigation.215
11.2 Having lawyers on the design team is essential

Our concerns with Revenue NSW (see annexure A) arose largely because it did not seek any expert internal or external legal advice on the design and operation of its machine-aided garnishee system, even after we told them they should.

Agencies that have been exercising functions under a statute for a long period of time no doubt develop a good understanding of how that legislation operates. However, when new technologies and new modes of exercising the function are being considered, it is essential that the source legislation be carefully considered afresh.

The task of interpreting a statute to arrive at its correct meaning can be a complex task at the best of times, and one that can challenge both highly experienced administrative officials and lawyers. Even legal rules that on their face appear to be straightforward and ‘black and white’, and which may be the most appropriate candidates for machine technology development, can nonetheless have a nuanced scope and meaning. They may also be subject to administrative law principles – such as underlying assumptions (for example, the principle of legality) and procedural fairness obligations – which would not be apparent on the face of the legislation.

This is not to overstate the mystery of the law. However, it is to say that legislative interpretation requires specialist skills, and the challenge involved is likely to be especially pronounced when seeking to translate law into what amounts to a different language – ie a form capable of being executed by a machine.

The structure, underlying assumptions, nuance and ambiguities of the English language, the internal logic of a particular statute and its relationship to the unwritten law, and the need to apply the text in the real world means that statutory provisions do not typically translate in any straightforward and definitive way into a form required by machine technology. While interpreting legislation starts with interpreting the ordinary and grammatical meaning of the words used, it also involves considering the context in which those words are used. That context includes the surrounding legislative provisions and the statute taken as a whole. An analysis of that context may result in those words ultimately being given a different meaning than a purely literal interpretation would produce. Any coding of the relevant law (or parts of it) will almost always require the making of interpretative choices to enable it to fit it within the different language and logic of the machine form. This must be done in a way that does not result in the meaning or effect of the law being impermissibly altered.

Most government agencies are well-resourced with highly-qualified legal professionals who are skilled in statutory interpretation. Agencies that wish to use machine technology should ensure that they utilise that expertise from the very outset of any design process.

11.3 Ensuring policy choices are made by the right people, at the right level of authority

Developing and implementing machine technology will rarely, if ever, be a simple mechanical process. Any design team, presented with a description of a function and an explanation of how it is currently being performed, will not come up with precisely the same device, with exactly the same specifications, functionality and performance, as any other design team. A multitude of decision-points and therefore choices will arise at various steps in the process.

Some of those choices may have profound impacts on the operation of the machine technology, and therefore on the ultimate exercise of the relevant functions and their impact in the real world. They are therefore important public policy choices.

Who is making those choices?
We have some concern if some of these choices are effectively outsourced to the technicians tasked with developing the technical design specifications for a machine and/or for the detailed coding, design and build of the machine itself. There are three reasons why this could be problematic:

1. First, these technicians will generally have neither the necessary legal and policy expertise, nor the administrative operational experience, to appreciate all of the legal, policy and operational issues that may come into play when developing machine technology for the exercise of statutory administrative decision-making and its impact in the real-world environment.

2. Secondly, coding and other highly technical skills are frequently obtained through private sector procurement. Even if those technicians did have knowledge and experience to make appropriate legal policy and administrative decisions affecting the public, it would be inappropriate for them to do so. They are not public servants, and are not subject to the same constitutional, employment, cultural and professional ethics frameworks that apply to those who work in public service.

3. Thirdly, the kinds of policy choices involved when designing machines can be thought of as elements relating to the ‘quality’ of the machine. Some of those choices may have cost implications. If there are such quality/cost trade-offs, the decision should not be made unilaterally by the (profit-driven) vendor as that decision may differ from the decision the government agency itself would make in the public interest. There may be other choices that also involve public policy trade-offs other than cost (e.g. whether the machine is designed to minimise ‘false positives’ or ‘false negatives’). However, depending on the outsourcing process, it may be that the vendor will not even need to inform the government agency that these choices can be made.

Concerns of ‘undue influence’ might be raised if important decisions about the design and specification of a machine, including what data sets are or are not appropriate to be included, are left to private sector technology vendors (and especially of those vendors might later claim trade secrecy over those matters).

Lessons from legislative drafting?

When Government prepares legislation, the process involves senior policymaker (such as Cabinet, Ministers and senior public officials) deciding the overall policy objectives and parameters, in-house legal experts within agencies drawing up highly-detailed ‘drafting instructions’, and expert drafters at the office of the NSW Parliamentary Counsel preparing the draft statute or other instrument.

This process is iterative, recognising that the drafting process may identify gaps or ambiguities, or other policy decisions that need to be resolved. When this happens, the drafters seek further instructions from the agency. Ultimately, the final Bill returns to the senior-policymaker, together with a report certifying that it has implemented their policy decisions.

A similar process could be considered for the development of decision-making machines – with design specifications taking the place of drafting instructions, and machine code taking the place of legislation. Such a process means that, as with the drafting of legislation, the process of designing and developing machine technology in respect of legislative functions:

- Is seen as an inherently iterative process between those making design/policy decisions and those implementing them.
- Clearly differentiates the roles and authorities of the policymakers, those who translate policy into instructions/specifications, and the technicians.
- Ensures that any significant decisions are only made by appropriate government members of the team, and are escalated where necessary.
12. Determining the necessary degree of human involvement

In chapter 7 above, we noted that it is legally essential that a person given a discretionary decision-making function must genuinely exercise that discretion and make their own decision.

*Discretionary decision-making requires some degree of human involvement – it can never be fully automated.*

How far a discretionary decision-making process can be automated is not an easy question. It needs to be assessed in the context of the particular function and the statute in question.

As already discussed, the law has recognised that policies may play a legitimate role in guiding discretionary decision makers, provided decisions are not impermissibly fettered by the terms of the policy or the way it is used. The law likewise recognises that a discretionary decision maker may take into account, and where appropriate act on, the advice and recommendations of others, provided they are not impermissibly acting under the other’s dictation and abdicating their own discretion. This reflects the practical reality that administrators often need to rely on others, such as their staff and other experts, when carrying out their functions.

It would seem a short and legally uncontroversial step to accept that an administrator exercising a discretionary function is also not precluded from considering the outputs of a relevant and well-designed machine. However, those outputs must not impermissibly control the administrator’s exercise of the function.

12.1 The administrator must engage in an active mental process

Minimally, any statutory discretion requires there to be a person (the person to whom the discretion has been given or delegated) who makes a decision whether and how to exercise discretion in the particular case or cases before them.

However, merely placing a ‘human-on-top’ of a process will not, of itself, validate the use of machine technology in the exercise of a discretionary function. As the external legal advice we obtained noted:

> Although the response of administrative law to the use of information technology may be nascent, ordinary administrative law principles require there to be a “process of reasoning” for the exercise of discretions. This can also be seen in our conceptions of what it means to make a “decision”, with two members of the Full Federal Court ... accepting that one of the elements generally involved in a “decision” is “reaching a conclusion on a matter as a result of a mental process having been engaged in.” [case references omitted]

This means that, even if a person officially ‘signs off’ at the end of a process, the decision-making process may still be unlawful if in reality that person is merely acting as a rubber stamp, accepting the outputs of a machine ‘as a matter of course’ and ‘without engaging in a mental process to justify that conclusion’.

The need for functions to be exercised by the person to whom it is given (or delegated) has also been emphasised in Federal Court decisions concerning the exercise of immigration discretions, which have referred to the need for there to be ‘active intellectual consideration’, an ‘active intellectual process’, or ‘the reality of consideration’ by an administrator when making a discretionary decision.

Among other things, these cases looked at the amount of time an administrator had between when they received relevant material and the time when they made their decision. In some cases, this time period was shown to have been too short for the administrator to have even read the material before them. The Court concluded that there could not have been any ‘active intellectual consideration’
undertaken in the exercise of the function, and therefore overturned the decisions on the basis that there had been no valid exercise of discretion.\textsuperscript{230}

Not all administrative functions have consequences as significant as those concerning immigration. The ‘reality of consideration’ may look different in different administrative contexts, in proportion to the nature of the function being exercised and the consequences it has for those it may affect. However, the principle remains relevant to the exercise of all statutory functions by administrators: in the exercise of a statutory discretion given to a person, some level of genuine and active decision-making by that person is required. As noted in chapter 7, where Parliament has chosen not to adopt fixed rules for the exercise of a statutory function, the discretion it has given to an administrator must be recognised and exercised.

12.2 The division of tasks between machine and human

In designing a machine technology supported decision-making process, thought needs to be given not only to ensuring that the human decision maker genuinely makes the final decision, but also to the division of tasks between human and machine throughout the decision-making process.

As we have already seen, most discretionary decisions will include a range of obligatory and available considerations. Some of those considerations may be more appropriate than others to be addressed by machine technology.

Consider, for example, a simple statutory payment scheme that requires an administrator to decide whether to make a discretionary payment to a person having regard to their:

- Age (the person must be above a certain age to be eligible).
- Place of residence (the person must live in a certain area to be eligible).
- ‘Need’ (the person’s need for the payment is to be taken into account).

There would seem to be no issue with the decision maker being assisted by a machine that can generate outputs about a person’s age and place of residence.\textsuperscript{231} For example, a machine might sort or filter a list of all those who have applied for the payment by reference to those two fields in order to identify those eligible.

The decision maker would then be required to separately consider the question of need. Provided the decision maker does so and considers both the outputs of the machine (age and place of residence) and then additionally considers need, the decision maker will have met the legal requirement of having taken into account all obligatory considerations.\textsuperscript{232}

A more sophisticated machine might go further and also generate an output that seeks to rank or score applicants by assessed need, having regard to parameters such as their income, assets, dependents, and so on.

Unlike ‘age’ or ‘place of residence’ (for which there will, generally, be an objectively right or wrong factual answer) assessing ‘need’ involves the exercise of a complex, evaluative judgment. Therefore, even if the machine generates some score or ranking of need based on pre-determined criteria, the decision maker will still need to apply their own ‘active intellectual consideration’ to the output, as well as take into account any other considerations that have not been addressed (or have not been addressed fully) by the machine’s outputs. They will also need to determine the relative weight given to each of these considerations in their overall decision: ‘What is required is a human judge exercising their discretion to decide which factors are the most important in a particular factual scenario.’\textsuperscript{233}
12.3 The risk of technology complacency and ‘creeping control’

The simple example above may suggest that designing a machine system that meets a minimum required threshold for human involvement in discretionary decision-making will not be particularly challenging.

However, what matters is not just that there is the required degree of human involvement on paper; there must be that human involvement in practice.

Even if a decision-making system is appropriately designed with a human decision maker in the process who is to (lawfully) consider machine outputs, there are a number of reasons why, over time, the decision maker may tend toward ‘technology complacency’. This means that their decisions may tend to become increasingly (and potentially unlawfully) controlled by the machine’s outputs.

Reasons for this tendency may include:

(a) A bias toward uncritical acceptance

It is well-recognised that there can be a natural bias for administrators to uncritically accept information provided to them by technology, especially where the outputs generated are presented in a form that appears to constitute objectively quantifiable fact.234

In the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s review of immigration detention decisions, for example, the Ombudsman noted a tendency of government staff to accept the accuracy of the information they accessed through the use of technology, even in the face of conflicting or contradictory information from other sources.235

(b) Blame-avoidance and ‘path of least resistance’

Even if a human administrator is not completely certain that the machine has produced the ‘right’ answer, they know that accepting that output (even if it turns out to have been wrong) is unlikely to result in them being held personally responsible for any adverse outcome. If, on the other hand, they actively overrule the machine, then the risk of their being blamed for the outcome is likely to be very high.

Accepting the output becomes not just less work, but it is also the lowest risk option for the individual decision maker.

A decision maker may avoid even questioning the output generated by the machine for fear of causing unnecessary delay or being seen as causing problems for management. Questioning the output may be particularly challenging if the machine also required a significant investment of public funds, or if it was designed, launched and lauded as the ‘next great thing’ by those more senior than the decision maker.

(c) Practical and technical impediments to scrutiny

There are also practical and technical challenges to even the most conscientious administrator who seeks to make their own independent decision rather than being controlled by a machine’s output.

Typically, most machine technology will be designed and maintained in non-operational technical areas that are organisationally and functionally separated from the administrators who will use its outputs to exercise functions. Administrators may be insufficiently aware of the scope, capacities and limits of the machine to even know when they should be seeking further information or clarification about how it works. If they do wish to seek clarification or more information to inform their decision whether to adopt a machine output, the machine may not be configured to provide them with the particular information needed or they may not have access to it. Pursuing those questions may require engaging at a technical level with technology support personnel, which may not be feasible, either practically or culturally.
Agencies need to be wary of the risk that even a well-designed decision-making process involving machine technology could come to cross a line in practice which may render decisions made using it unlawful. The risk is likely to increase with the level of technical opacity of the machine.

### 12.4 Practical indications of active human involvement

When designing and implementing machine technology, government agencies must therefore also consider how the system will work in practice and over time, having regard to ‘soft’ issues like natural human biases and behaviour and organisational culture.

They must also recognise that those who in future will be making decisions supported by the machine will not necessarily be the people who were involved in its original conception, design and implementation. The controls and mitigations that are needed to avoid ‘creeping control’ by the machine technology will need to be fully documented so they can be rigorously applied going forward.

The following are some of the factors that are likely to be relevant to consider in determining whether there is an appropriate degree of human involvement in a machine-supported decision-making system:

(a) **Time**

Does the process afford the administrator sufficient time to properly consider the outputs of the machine and any other relevant individual circumstances of the case(s) in respect of which the function is being exercised? Does the administrator take this time in practice?

(b) **Access to source information**

Is the administrator able to consider the source material used by the machine? Do they have access to other material and information that may be relevant to their decision?

(c) **Seniority and experience**

Does the administrator have the appropriate organisational seniority and level of experience that would be expected for the type of decision they are making (with or without the support of machine technology)?

(d) **Decision-making ownership**

Does the administrator always take ownership of their decisions, even when they are following the outputs of the machine? Organisationally, is the administrator considered responsible for the decisions they make?

(e) **Cultural acceptance**

Are there systems in place to overcome or mitigate automation-related complacency or technology bias, to scrutinise and raise queries about the output of the machine technology, to undertake their own further inquiries, and – if the administrator considers it appropriate to do so – to reject the output of the machine? Is the authority of the administrator to question and reject the machine’s outputs respected and encouraged? Does it happen in practice?

(f) **Understanding of the reasoning process**

Does the administrator have a thorough understanding of the operation of the machine technology as a whole, at least conceptually, in order to be able to form a view on a reasonable and rational basis about its outputs? Is the administrator able to provide comprehensible reasons for their decision?
(g) **Input into decision-making process design**

Can the administrator make or require changes to be made to the machine to better support their decision-making?

(h) **Appreciation of decision-making impacts**

Does the administrator have a genuine understanding of what their decision (and what a different decision) would mean in reality, including for the individuals who may be affected by the decision?\(^{238}\)

The list above also highlights the importance of ensuring that those humans who will be involved in using the machine technology are given the appropriate training and skills to ensure they are assisted but not controlled by its outputs.

It is particularly important that the relevant administrator, and others responsible for analysing or working with the outputs of the technology, have a sufficient understanding of the technology and what its outputs actually mean in order to be able to use them appropriately. This is likely to mean that comprehensive training, both formal and on-the-job, will be required.

This training will need to be ongoing, as the technology is modified or updated, as staff may change, and as reinforcement may be required for existing staff to mitigate the risk of declining skills or creeping complacency over time.

There is also a need to ensure that the machine itself is designed so that its outputs will be presented in a manner – whether that be through dashboard designs or data visualisations – that will be most conducive to active mental engagement, human understanding and appropriate scepticism.\(^{239}\)
13. Ensuring transparency

13.1 Reasons and the right to an explanation

In designing machine technology, agencies must ensure that meaningful reasons will still be able to be provided to those whose legal or other significant interests may be affected by decisions. Those reasons should also note whether machine technology was involved in that decision. In our view, the information to be provided in this regard should include, at a minimum:

(a) the fact that machine technology was involved
(b) the nature and extent of that involvement
(c) what information about them is processed by the machine, including any assumptions, proxies or inferences
(d) the particular version of the technology, program or application used, and the date of that version, and
(e) an explanation of how the technology works in a way that is meaningful and intelligible to an ordinary person.

Of course, the statement should also include the usual requirements for decision notices, including details of how the decision may be challenged or reviewed, and by whom – see chapter 8.

Providing explanations for decisions that are ‘instructive, informative and enlightening’

There appear to be very few court or tribunal decisions that have grappled with the adequacy of explanations given when machine technology has been involved in decision-making. In Schouten and Secretary, Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations, the issue arose in an application to review the amount of social services benefit (Youth Allowance) payable by Centrelink to an individual.

While affirming that the amount being paid to the individual was correct, the Tribunal noted that it was not until a government employee gave evidence to the Tribunal about the process employed to calculate the rate of benefit payable that the individual, and the Tribunal itself, could understand the process. The Tribunal noted that the case highlighted ‘the difficulty where government agencies make “automated decisions” and the decision is complex.’ It noted that:

The citizen will not understand and therefore be unable to challenge a decision about which they feel aggrieved unless provided with a plain English explanation of the basis for the decision. As in this case, the initial decision-maker is sometimes unable to provide that explanation. The Administrative Review Council in its report to the Attorney-General, “Automated Assistance in Administrative Decision-Making Report No. 46” noted that care was needed to ensure that the values of transparency and external scrutiny are not compromised where automated decision-making is employed ... A major challenge for government agencies dealing with citizens is to ensure that their decisions are instructive, informative and enlightening. In this case, Centrelink has not met that challenge.
How can reasons be provided when machine technology is used?

The use of machines can create additional challenges when providing reasons. One challenge is the tension that may exist between providing reasons that are technically accurate (in terms of describing how the machine works, whether or not it is also possible to show exactly how it came to generate a certain output) and providing reasons that serve as an explanation of, or justification for, the decision that will be intelligible and useful to the person affected.

It is clear that an explanation for an outcome that is technically accurate, but is otherwise unintelligible, cannot achieve its purpose and should therefore not be accepted as appropriate reasons at all.

When a human makes a decision, the reasons given do not refer to their brain chemistry or the intricate details of a process that commences with a particular set of synapses firing and culminates in a movement of the physical body giving rise to vocalised or written words. Likewise, explaining how a machine works, even if that explanation is fully comprehensive and accurate, will not necessarily satisfy the requirement to provide ‘reasons’ for its outputs.

Reasons must be accurate; they must also be meaningful and intelligible to the person who is to receive them. They must provide an ‘explanation’.243

While there has been much discussion about whether a person affected by a relevant machine-made decision should have a right to the underlying code used by the machine, a more immediate issue is ensuring that a statement of reasons is prepared with their purpose and audience in mind. Even where code is made available, this is unlikely to satisfy a requirement to provide ‘reasons’ even to the small number of individuals who could understand it and in the case of the very simplest of codes (the Business Names Registration Act 2011 (Cth) may be an example). It is hard to see how the provision of source code could satisfy a requirement to give reasons – it would not, for example, set out findings on questions of fact, refer to the evidence on which those findings were based, or otherwise explain why the decision was made.

Generally, reason statements should be in plain English, and provide information that would be intelligible to a person with no legal or other relevant technical training. What is required is something approximating a ‘path of reasoning’, bridging the relevant findings of fact with the outcome.

In the case of machine-assisted decisions, such an explanation might include information about the machine’s objectives, what data has been utilised, its accuracy or success rate, and information about whether and what is measured. It would seem at least arguable that doing so would satisfy the requirement for reasons.

This does not mean that the more technical details of the design and operation of a machine should not also be provided. We note the NSW Information Commissioner has advised that such information should, at least presumptively, be treated and made available as ‘open access information’.244 We agree with that sentiment. However, merely publishing technical specifications or the underlying code will generally not satisfy a requirement to provide reasons.

The risk of automating reason-giving

Just as machine technology could be used to generate decisions or components of decisions, so too it is easy to imagine machine technology being used to generate statements of reasons for decisions or components of the reasons.
Already, template letters or standard paragraphs with formulaic expressions of reasons are not uncommon in use by government agencies. Nor are they impermissible, provided ‘the formula is used to guide the steps in making the decision and reveals no legal error’. However, a formula must not be used in a way that would ‘cloak the decision with the appearance of conformity with the law when the decision is infected’ by error. In such a case, ‘the use of the formula may even be evidence of an actionable abuse of power by the decision-maker’.245

The use of even more sophisticated machine technologies for the generation of statements of reasons raises greater concerns that they ‘will provide a façade of accuracy or objectivity that masks flawed decisions’. That is, machine-generated statements of reasons may ‘merely enhance the appearance of a lawfully made decision’.246

We suggest that it is safer, if a machine technology process is to be used in the decision-making process, that this process not also be tasked with generating a statement of reasons for the decision. Instead, the machine could produce the necessary audit records of its inputs, outputs, and processing, which can be taken into account by the human administrator as they develop a statement of reasons. Where practical, if the human administrator actually authors the statement of reasons (rather than simply adopting a statement that has been generated by a machine), this could provide important evidence to support a claim that the relevant administrator did in fact engage in the ‘process of mental reasoning’ necessary for them to be considered a genuine decision maker (see chapter 12).

13.2 Accountability and reviewability

In traditional administrative decision-making, a properly prepared statement of reasons will promote accountability in at least two ways:

- **explainability** – it enables the person who is affected by the decision to understand it, and provides a meaningful justification for the decision, and

- **reviewability** – it provides the primary basis upon which the decision and the process that led to that decision can be reviewed, whether by the person affected themselves, or by another person or body, such as an ombuds or a court, to verify that it was lawful, reasonable and otherwise complied with norms of good decision-making.

With machine-assisted decision-making, however, these two aspects of accountability tend to become more distinct.

In particular, a statement of reasons for a machine-assisted decision that provides an appropriate and readable explanation of the decision to the person affected (explainability) is less likely to provide a sufficient basis upon which the decision and its associated decision-making processes can be properly assessed and reviewed (reviewability).

Reviewability will generally necessitate both a broader and deeper (more introspective) examination of what has occurred in the process leading to the decision, including matters relating to the design, training and testing of the machine, the data used in decision-making, the context of its deployment, and all of the surrounding technical and organisational workflows.247

This means, when designing and deploying machine technology, that it will not be sufficient that a (traditional) statement of reasons can be generated for each decision.

Agencies must also consider what other information needs to be kept and published to ensure that their processes and decisions can be properly reviewed for compliance with legal and good decision-making requirements (including avoiding legal non-compliance because of non-obvious features such as algorithmic bias).
In particular, agencies must ensure that any decision-making process is designed so that full, and meaningful, records of the process will be available that can enable the Ombudsman, courts or other review bodies to be satisfied that there has been no unlawful, unjust or otherwise wrong conduct.

A failure to keep such records may itself lead to an inference that the agency has engaged in wrong conduct.

Table: Why transparency of machine technology is important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of transparency</th>
<th>Purpose or benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dignity and respect</td>
<td>Respecting a person’s right to an explanation as to why, how and by whom decisions were made that affect their legal or other significant interests (especially when the decision has not gone their way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Enhancing accountability in the exercise of public power and exposing and deterring unethical, negligent or otherwise inappropriate conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early warning system</td>
<td>Increasing opportunities for early identification and rectification of legal and other flaws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder input and crowd-sourcing</td>
<td>Encouraging both expert and lay input to improve the technology or its ‘fitness’ to particular contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed choice</td>
<td>Enabling individual choice, including whether to ‘opt out’ of machine processes (if possible) and/or to seek a review of a machine outcome by a human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed public debate</td>
<td>Informing democratic deliberation about the relevant function and the associated use of the technology in the exercise of that function, and about machine technology generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Allowing identification of grounds for potential challenge and enabling proper inquiry into decisions and outcomes to be undertaken to identify any error or unfairness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recordkeeping policies and practices**

Agencies that use, or intend to use, machine technology should therefore also ensure that their recordkeeping policies and practices are reviewed and that they explicitly address the records that are needed to be generated and retained in respect of machines – see chapter 10.

This may also mean explicitly providing that previous versions of technology that can ‘read’ the relevant records are also properly kept and maintained, and that staff continue to be trained to know how to use them.

Again, if an agency does not have in place recordkeeping policies and practices that ensure proper records of decision-making processes are kept and can be comprehensively reviewed, that failure may justify a finding that the agency has engaged in wrong conduct.
13.3 Publishing source code

As we noted above, providing reasons does not necessarily require releasing the detailed specifications or source code for a machine. Indeed, doing so would rarely satisfy the requirement for ‘explainability’ – that is, the provision of reasons that the person can understand.

However, scrutiny of the underlying specifications and code may be necessary if decisions are to be properly reviewable. Accordingly, these records will need to be available for review and oversight bodies.

In any case, there should be (at least) a presumption in favour of proactively publishing the specifications and source code of machine technology used for government decision-making.

As well as enhancing the transparency and accountability of government decision-making, doing so has the added benefit that it exposes the technology to appraisal by outside experts.

Indeed, just as government may release policy white-papers or exposure draft bills to draw on the expertise of interested stakeholders, agencies should consider releasing draft specifications, code and even ‘beta’ versions of new machines to draw on external expertise and help to identify flaws or potential improvements before the technology is put into operation.249

Trade secrets and commercial-in-confidence arrangements

A key transparency issue arises when an agency engages an external provider for machine technology expertise. Trade secrets and commercial-in-confidence arrangements should not be more important than the value of transparency and the requirement, where it exists, to provide reasons. Contractual confidentiality obligations negotiated between parties must also be read as being subject to legislation that compels the production of information to a court, tribunal or regulatory or integrity body.250

Furthermore, even if courts are willing to protect algorithms as intellectual property, the tension can be avoided by good procurement practices that demand transparency from industry, and ensure ‘that trade secrets and copyright claims do not trump the values of good governance’.251 We agree with the advice that ‘[o]fficials should refuse to work with vendors who are not willing to make their system sufficiently transparent for appropriate auditing and review.’252

The NSW Information Commissioner has noted that ‘...there is scope to strengthen existing information access laws to better facilitate access to AI-informed decision-making, particularly where governments partner with the private sector and NGOs in using these technologies.’253

Section 121 of the GIPA Act sets out requirements for inclusion of a contractual provision relating to an immediate right of access by the agency to certain information held by a contractor. Such a provision would mean that in effect, certain information held by the contractor would be government information for the purposes of the GIPA Act. However, there are exceptions to s 121 and it only applies in certain circumstances.

The Information and Privacy Commission’s guidance for agencies negotiating confidentiality clauses is to ask and consider the responses to three key questions:

1. Who holds the information?
2. In what form is it held?
3. How will access be provided?254

As a minimum, agencies should ensure that the terms of any commercial contracts they enter in respect of machine technology will not preclude them from providing comprehensive details (including the source code and data sets) to the Ombudsman, courts or other review bodies as required for them to review the agency’s conduct for legal compliance.
14. Verification, testing and ongoing monitoring

14.1 Testing before adoption

Agencies need to identify ways of testing that go beyond whether the machine technology is performing according to its programming to consider whether the outputs of the machine technology are legal, fair and reasonable.

Verification and validation testing of the outputs of the machine technology must be relevant to the specific functional area, including whether it is delivering effectively against the relevant legislative mandate and policy imperatives.

Legal audit of the correctness of legal interpretation

Given the inherent risk of interpretive errors being embedded in the code of automated systems, an initial verification process should involve a thorough legal audit of the system before it is implemented.

Ultimately, only a court can provide a conclusive determination of the meaning of a statute. However, as courts are generally unable to provide advisory opinions, legal advice on the correctness of the interpretation of a statute encoded in a machine will need to be sought from legal experts. Ideally, those tasked with undertaking a legal audit prior to launch should not be the same lawyers as those who were involved in the design of the technology. A risk-based assessment may be appropriate to guide the nature and scope of legal audit and who should do it (for example, whether it is appropriate to seek a formal opinion from senior counsel).

Validation and accuracy testing

There are various examples that demonstrate the need to verify and validate machine technology at the outset and periodically after implementation. The domestic and family violence risk assessment tools used by Police in NSW and the ACT are illustrative. Those tools have been found to perform poorly in terms of predictive validity. In 2018, the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) examined the Domestic Violence Safety Assessment Tool used by NSW Police to determine its ability to accurately predict a victim’s risk of repeat intimate partner victimisation. BOCSAR concluded the tool performed poorly and found that the ‘study highlights the importance of empirical validation when developing a risk assessment tool’. The Queensland Police are reportedly now trialling a new risk assessment tool to be used in the domestic and family violence context – incorporating lessons learned from other jurisdictions. The Queensland Police are aware of the potential for bias in the data model and will ‘develop a framework about monitoring and managing models before they are rolled out’ in addition to a ‘model monitoring tool’ to identify and address bias on an ongoing basis.

Testing for algorithmic bias and other unintended consequences

Systems and processes need to be established up front to safeguard against inaccuracy and unintended consequences, such as algorithmic bias. It is important at the project planning stage and as part of the risk management strategy for the machine technology that agencies determine testing procedures enabling them to define:

(a) What will be tested, including key components of the machine technology such as data, training data models, and business rules.

(b) What testing methods will be used from the range of possible techniques available to test the robustness of the machine technology and identify vulnerabilities and other issues prior to operationalising.
(c) The frequency of testing including what major system modifications would trigger additional unscheduled testing.

(d) Who will be involved in the design and performance of the testing. We note that the European Commission Expert Group suggests that testing processes ‘should be designed and performed by an as diverse group of people as possible’.259

Establishment of quality assurance process and audit trail

Prior to implementation agencies also need to develop appropriate quality assurance processes and establish performance metrics for ongoing system monitoring. A key consideration of quality assurance is the ability of the machine technology to generate a comprehensive audit trail to support scrutinising the system and ensure transparency and accountability.

14.2 Undertake monitoring, review and periodic evaluation

It is essential that machine technology be subject to ongoing monitoring, review and periodic evaluation to ensure that the technology continues to support lawful decision-making consistent with principles of good public administration. Adopting machine technology to support the exercise of an administrative function should not involve a ‘set and forget’ approach.

Agencies need to assess whether the machine technology is working as expected, and must actively continue to monitor its accuracy and the fairness of outcomes. The use of enforcement cameras such as fixed-speed cameras and red-light cameras provides an example of existing NSW legislation requiring ongoing confirmation of the accuracy of tools used in a machine technology system. Enforcement cameras must be routinely tested for accuracy and calibrated every 12 months.260 Certification of the cameras is required at 90-day intervals with the testing and calibration performed by a TfNSW team, an accredited laboratory under the national scheme.261

A monitoring and review regime recognises that changes in the external environment can’t be ‘known’ to the machine technology – for example, statutory amendment or judicial interpretation that shifts the basis upon which the machine technology has been designed; or even something like a natural disaster or other external event that might require adjustments to be made to policy settings. It is also important to ensure that any changes over time – especially through machine learning – operate to increase accuracy and fairness, and do not introduce any unintended consequences such as algorithmic bias.

Machine technology governance must be fit for purpose and keep pace with machine technology capabilities.262 We noted above that agencies should establish early a monitoring and review cycle, including assigning responsibilities, the scope of information and data to be reviewed, and a mechanism for monitoring the progress of any recommended changes.263

Ongoing monitoring and review of machine technology as business-as-usual may include:

1. A sustainable schedule of review and internal reporting on outcomes aligned with existing governance arrangements for risk analysis and mitigation.
2. Routine certification, testing and auditing of machine technology undertaken by an appropriate independent expert.
3. Systematic review of identified errors, false positive and false negatives.
4. Audits of the machine technology outputs as part of the agency’s overall quality assurance processes. This might include consideration of information owned by the agency such as complaints data and feedback from staff that may provide insights into the operation of the machine technology.264
5. Random auditing or ‘benchmarking’ of individual cases, by holding out a sample of cases for human decision independently of the machine process.265

Comprehensive records of how an agency has undertaken monitoring, review and evaluation of the machine technology are not only an important part of transparency and accountability, but may also be required if the machine technology is subject to external review by an oversight body such as ours or by a court.

Use of the ‘Structured Decision-Making’ tool in the NSW child protection system

Since 2011266, the Department of Communities and Justice (DCJ) has been using a set of tools, known as ‘Structured Decision-Making’ (SDM) to assist in the performance of its functions under the Children and Young Persons (Care and Protection) Act 1998.

SDM was developed and is trade-marked in the United States by a non-government not-for-profit organisation called ‘Evident Change’. Evident Change was previously known as the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, which was ‘established in 1907 to assist private and public agencies serving delinquent youth’.267

DCJ’s website describes SDM as:

‘a process that ensures each key decision in child protection is informed by information known through research to be relevant to that decision. A number of decision-making tools underpin SDM and assist staff in making key decisions.’268

The core components of SDM typically comprise decision trees as well as scoring checklists. Additionally, a written narrative is required to be entered by the user to capture analysis and conclusions about particular items included in the score (or not).

An example element of a decision tree might look something like this:269

```
PHYSICAL/EMOTIONAL ABUSE
Are significant bruises, contusions, or burns evident, or is medical/mental health care required?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is child under age six years or limited by disability?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will the alleged perpetrator have access to the child in the next 72 hours?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were severe or bizarre disciplinary measures used, or is a mental health evaluation required?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will the alleged perpetrator have access to the child in the next 72 hours, or is the child afraid to go home?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
The reference in the above decision tree to ‘levels’ refers to the suggested response that may be warranted by a case worker; for example:

**Assigned Response (select one level):**
- Level 1 = within 24 hours
- Level 2 = within 72 hours

An example element of a scoring checklist might be:

**NEGLIGENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N1. Current complaint is for neglect</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. No .........................................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Yes .......................................................</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N2. Prior investigations (assign highest score that applies)</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. None .....................................................................</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. One or more, abuse only .......................................</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. One or two for neglect .........................................</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Three or more for neglect .....................................</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N3. Household has previously received CPS (voluntary/court-ordered)</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. No .......................................................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Yes ......................................................................</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N4. Number of children involved in the CA/N incident</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. One, two, or three .........................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Four or more ..................................................</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N5. Age of youngest child in the home (Age = ___)</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Two or older .............................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Under two ..................................................</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N6. Primary caregiver provides physical care inconsistent with child needs</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. No .......................................................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Yes .....................................................................</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N7. Primary caregiver has a history of abuse or neglect as a child</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. No .......................................................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Yes .....................................................................</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N8. Primary caregiver has/had a mental health problem</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. None/Not applicable .......................................</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. One or more apply ..........................................</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ During the last 12 months AND/OR .....................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>____ Prior to the last 12 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By tallying the various scores for individual items an overall score is obtained for some relevant multi-factor consideration – in this example ‘risk’:

**SCORED RISK LEVEL.** Assign the family’s scored risk level based on the highest score on either the neglect or abuse indices, using the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neglect Score</th>
<th>Abuse Score</th>
<th>Scored Risk Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1 - 0</td>
<td>0 - 1</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 3</td>
<td>2 - 4</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 8</td>
<td>5 - 8</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 +</td>
<td>9 +</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These SDM tools are an example of assisted decision-making developed using machine technology but which may not necessarily be digital in their operation. Many of the SDM tools are capable of being used, and in practice have often been used by case workers in the field, in a paper form.
The US designed SDM tools are used in the NSW child protection system in relation to decision-making around reporting possible risk of significant harm, screening reports, determining response, assessing safety and risk and assessing when it is safe for a child to be restored home.\textsuperscript{271} The publicly available information indicates that SDM is used by DCJ in the performance of statutory functions alongside professional judgement, as opposed to replacing human judgement.\textsuperscript{272}

As noted above, the tools take the user through a series of definitions and questions considered relevant to the decision being made. The outputs of SDM in child protection is dependent on the specific tool. Some tools guide users to suggested actions, while others suggest an assessment outcome based on the data inputs.

For example, at the Child Protection Helpline, the SDM Screening and Response Priority Tool may generate an outcome of ‘screened in’, meaning the matter is to be referred to the local DCJ office for response. Based on the data inputs, the SDM will also generate a suggested response time, which may be from ‘within 24 hours’ to ‘within 10 days’.\textsuperscript{273} We understand there is a limited discretionary override available to staff to change the response time based on the individual circumstances of a case and professional judgement.

DCJ’s view is that SDM ensures consistency, accuracy and timeliness in decision-making.\textsuperscript{274} In a 2017 examination of the use of SDM in Los Angeles, the Office of Child Protection there also noted that:

\begin{quote}
[one of the strongest identified benefits of using SDM is that, because it is a data-driven tool, it is more objective than professional judgment. When used correctly, it weighs its information uniformly and is not subject to human biases and stereotypes. It can help to guide a case worker’s thinking about a case, particularly when the factors of that case are not clear cut. It may also help to address disproportionality by assessing case characteristics, risk factors, and family functioning equally across families of varying social backgrounds.\textsuperscript{275} [references omitted]
\end{quote}

However, SDM tools are also subject to the same vulnerabilities as decision-making in other contexts – including user error, knowledge and training gaps, and non-compliance. The LA Office of Child Protection also noted the potential for information entered to be ‘manipulated or skewed to support predetermined thinking’.\textsuperscript{276}

The Australian Institute of Family Studies (AIFS) identified other potential weaknesses of consensus-based and actuarial risk assessment tools like those used in SDM. Actuarial tools like the one used by DCJ to assess risk may not consider unusual or context specific factors and be insufficiently flexible to incorporate professional judgment. For example, an SDM concerning risk to a child of harm may not give the user the option to input information about the strengths of a family unit, which could be relevant to the outcome. Although the user may retain an ability to exercise professional judgment to ‘override’ the results of the SDM, it may not be clear even to a highly expert user how such an additional factor should be weighed against the output (a composite risk score) generated by the SDM.

The AIFS also raised the potential for trust in SDM to impact whether a user rejects or accepts an output. In particular, bias may occur where a user assumes the SDM is always accurate.\textsuperscript{277}

The Los Angeles Office of Child Safety noted that:

\begin{quote}
[one of the most cited weaknesses of SDM is that, because the model is proprietary, there is a lack of transparency about how its algorithms are constructed and various
\end{quote}
factors weighted (thus earning its classification as a “black box” model). This is concerning to users and evaluators alike, as no way exists to understand how the decision-making process is being influenced by these elements, and if any systemic biases are inherent in the tool.\textsuperscript{278}

All tools used in the performance of administrative functions must be considered thoroughly before implementation and subject to ongoing monitoring and review to ensure that they support lawful decision-making consistent with principles of good public administration.

The US-based creator of SDM, Evident Change, states that it ‘works closely with each jurisdiction to ensure that assessments are constructed, validated, and customized for the population served. All risk assessments are tested to ensure racial equity...’\textsuperscript{279} and that ongoing evaluation of SDM tools is strongly encouraged.\textsuperscript{280} DCJ’s website states that a ‘preliminary risk calibration study’\textsuperscript{281} was to be completed as part of the implementation process but it is not clear what ongoing validation of SDM was conducted by DCJ after 2011. There is little publicly available information about what jurisdiction-specific calibration and evaluation has taken place in relation to the use of SDM in the context of NSW families and children or in respect of different local populations within this State.

In 2017, the NSW Legislative Council General Purpose Standing Committee No 2 \textit{Inquiry into Child Protection} questioned the effectiveness of DCJ’s SDM tools and recommended an independent review of them.\textsuperscript{282} Later in 2019, issues with SDM including cultural bias were considered by the \textit{Family Is Culture: Independent Review of Aboriginal Children and Young People in Out of Home Care (FIC)} review. The FIC review found that in practice there was little Aboriginal consultation in the application of the SDM which ‘considerably reduces the competency of the tool’.\textsuperscript{283} It found that the SDM could be manipulated by staff to result in a punitive approach to assessing Aboriginal families.\textsuperscript{284}

The FIC review made a similar recommendation to the 2017 NSW Legislative Council General Purpose Standing Committee, that there be an independent review of SDM tools.\textsuperscript{285} The FIC review added that the independent review should occur in partnership with Aboriginal communities to examine adequacy from a cultural perspective.\textsuperscript{286} In November 2020, the NSW Government reported that DCJ was scoping a possible review of SDM tools in consultation with Aboriginal stakeholders -- to be completed by July 2021.\textsuperscript{287}

In June 2021, DCJ advised us that a Quality Services Review of its SDM tools would commence later that month. DCJ noted that:

\begin{quote}
The reviews will focus on co-designing updates with Aboriginal people, practitioners and researchers to improve racial equity, validity and accuracy to NSW population data, practice and legislative and policy settings. Implementation of the updated tools will focus on workforce and leadership development and bolstering systems to safeguard practice and decisions. These factors are pivotal requirements to ensure any assessment tool is used effectively, accurately and consistently.\textsuperscript{288}
\end{quote}

We have been told the review is expected to be completed over a period of 2 years including implementation of the updated SDM tools and any related changes to practice and process. Additionally, DCJ advised that it was developing an additional SDM Family Strengths and Needs Assessment tool which will be used ‘to develop a more fulsome understanding of the family’s experiences and characteristics and to support practitioners to case plan with families in an approach that targets their needs, and utilises their strengths, rather than just recognising danger or risk.’
Cost implications

One of the key benefits of machine technologies for government is its potential efficiencies and consequent cost savings. However,

when preparing a ‘business case’ for a proposed machine technology project, it is important that all costs are factored into the cost-benefit equation.

In particular the need that has been highlighted in this chapter for rigorous pre-deployment testing, as well as ongoing monitoring and auditing, is a significant cost that must be taken into account. So too is the cost of maintaining and updating the machine over time (including as legislation may change in the future), as well as the current and future training needs of operational staff.

It would also be prudent to also consider contingency costs that might be incurred in future if things go wrong – for example, if an error is detected in the machine design that means that it needs to be substantially re-coded or manual work-arounds put in place. Of course, errors can also have the potential to result in costly legal disputes and compensation claims.

Simplistically comparing a machine’s build and basic operating costs against the expenses (usually in wages) of existing manual processes will present an inaccurately inflated picture of the financial benefits of the technology.
15. Statutory provisions that authorise machine technology

As we have seen in chapters 5 to 10, there can be legal risks associated with the use of machine technology to support the exercise of a statutory function, especially one that requires a decision maker to exercise discretion.

It may be that, after applying the steps identified in chapters 11 to 14, the design team concludes that it would be unlawful or legally risky for the proposed new technology-assisted decision-making process it has designed to be used for the particular function as the law currently stands.

That raises the question: can and should the statute be amended to expressly authorise the use of machine technology?

15.1 Stating, in simple terms, that an administrator is authorised to use a machine

The simplest form of authorisation provision would be to merely add to the existing statutory function a statement that the person named is authorised to use a machine for the purpose of exercising the function.

As far as we are aware, no Australian court has ruled on the effect of such a provision. Our preliminary view is that such a simple provision may be of limited effect. This is because, at least in most cases, we do not think that it is necessary to expressly authorise a decision maker to use technology when exercising a function (see chapter 7). Therefore, a provision that states that they are authorised to do this, may be doing little more than making explicit what is already implicit.

That said, adding such a provision may be useful, if only for the avoidance of doubt. However, there are some potential risks to be aware of with this approach:

1. Complacency

Amending the relevant legislation to ‘authorise machine technology use’ might have a tendency to lead an agency to falsely believe that the issues we have posed in chapters 7-10 have been fully dealt with and can be safely disregarded. That is not the case.

The Commonwealth Ombudsman’s guidance refers to the authority for making automated decisions being put ‘beyond doubt’ if specifically enabled by legislation. This must be read with caution. Merely authorising in general terms that machine technology may be used does not necessarily mean that any specific use of that technology will be lawful. A general authority to use technology would not, for example, mean that the technology has been authorised to be used in a way that is biased, that results in a decision maker taking into account extraneous considerations, or that breaches privacy or anti-discrimination laws.

2. Unintended consequences for other statutory provisions

A second risk is a potential ambiguity affecting other statutory provisions in the same or other Acts.

For example, if an authorising provision is included in one Act but not in other Acts (or especially if it is included in one part of an Act, but not in other parts of that same Act), then questions might arise as to whether Parliament intended that machine technology is not authorised in those other Acts or parts of the Act that have not also expressly authorised it. That is, if the authority to use a machine is expressed in one place but not in another, was the omission in that other place deliberate, and what does that omission mean?
3. **Potential uncertainty in interpreting the legislation**

The third risk is that it may not be obvious how the new provision (that authorises machine technology use) can be interpreted in a way that is consistent with the function itself.

For example, if a statutory provision currently gives a named decision maker a very open discretion, and then a further provision is added simply to authorise that person to use machine technology in the exercise of that discretionary power, it may be unclear how the two provisions should be read together consistently.

Does the express authority to use a machine mean that Parliament intended that the decision maker could now do things that would otherwise involve an impermissible fetter of their discretion? This seems to be a possibility suggested by the Commonwealth Ombudsman in its *Better Practice Guide*. It suggests that, where legislation has expressly stated that the use of automation technology is authorised, future courts might decide that it is then acceptable for discretions to be automated in limited circumstances such as where the automatic output is set only to apply beneficially to the person affected.²⁹¹

Or did Parliament intend that the new provision, authorising the use of technology, is to be limited in standard ways by the discretionary nature of the function? That is, is the authority to use technology to be ‘read down’ so that a machine can be used, but only in ways that are consistent with the decision maker retaining and personally exercising (and not fettering) their discretion?

Ultimately the proper interpretation of the particular statute will only be able to be resolved by a court. Unless and until that happens, there may be a great deal of uncertainty (and therefore legal risk) about what the new provision actually authorises the decision maker to do.

Obviously, the only safe course in the interim is to assume that any authorising provision will be interpreted narrowly.

4. **Lost opportunity to give proper consideration to legal and policy issues**

The approach of simply authorising technology use is a simplistic approach that gives insufficient attention to the kinds of issues that we have raised in this report.

If it is thought necessary to expressly authorise by legislation the use of machine technology for a particular function, then in our view much more comprehensive consideration should be given as to what that legislation should include beyond simply stating that technology use is ‘authorised’ in general terms (see below).

15.2 **Attributing machine outputs to an administrator**

Some Commonwealth legislation has gone further than simply authorising the use of machine technology. It also provides that the output of machine technology is or may be ‘taken to be’ the decision of the administrator.²⁹²

In some cases, the provision does not provide for the administrator to over-rule or substitute their own decision for the machine’s output, which could be problematic in practice.

Other Commonwealth legislation seeks to address that problem. For example, s 495B of the *Migration Act 1958* (Cth) expressly authorises the human decision maker (the Minister) to over-rule the machine technology’s deemed decision, but only following certification that ‘the computer program was not functioning correctly’ and if the substituted decision is more ‘favourable’ to the relevant person.²⁹³
‘Nearly identical’ under the Commonwealth Business Names Registration Act 2011

The Business Names Registration Act 2011 (BNR Act) established a scheme for business name registration specifically developed with the use of machine technology in mind.

One of the objects of the BNR Act is to avoid confusion by ensuring that business names that are identical or nearly identical are not registered: BNR Act s 16(3)(a). The Act requires the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) to register the business name submitted by an entity if, among other things, the name is ‘available to an entity’. A name is available to an entity if it is ‘not identical or nearly identical’ to a range of names prescribed by BNR Act s 25. The terms ‘identical’ and ‘nearly identical’ are defined in accordance with s 26, which allows the Minister to make rules determining ‘whether a name is identical or nearly identical to another name’.

The current determination made under s 26 is the Business Names Registration (Availability of Names) Determination 2015. It sets out the rules that must be applied when determining whether a name is identical or nearly identical to company names or other names on the Register.

Section 66 of the BNR Act provides that ASIC can use computer programs ‘for any purposes for which ASIC may make decisions’ under the BNR Act, and that a ‘decision’ made by a computer program ‘is taken to be a decision made by ASIC’. There are some 14 programmed system rules that apply the business name availability rules set out in the BNR Act and the Determination.

It appears, however, that the system’s rigid rule-based concept of what is nearly identical does not always square with human common sense. The names in the table below would seem to be confusingly similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available name</th>
<th>Already registered name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northern Beaches Tutoring Service</td>
<td>Northern Beaches Private Tutoring Services²⁹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Martial Arts Centre</td>
<td>Perth Martial Arts Academy²⁹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow Beach Plumbing</td>
<td>Rainbow Beach Plumbing Services Pty Limited²⁹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Coast Surf Academy</td>
<td>Central Coast Surf School²⁹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appaloosa Association of Australia</td>
<td>Australian Appaloosa Association Ltd³⁰⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairnscrete Plumbing</td>
<td>Cairns Concrete Plumbing³⁰¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, in each of the above cases, the computer program determined that the first name was ‘available’ even though the second name was already registered. That is, the program did not see the two names as being identical or nearly identical.

In each case, the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (albeit in some cases with obvious reluctance) upheld the decisions on the basis that consideration of whether a business name is nearly identical is to be determined solely by applying the rules set out in the Determination, which are coded into the computer program.
These decisions were made even when the Tribunal acknowledged that the outcomes might ‘mislead and confuse’, give rise to ‘anomaly’, be ‘inconsistent and arbitrary’, be ‘counter intuitive’ and ‘neither pleasing nor sensible’, or could be ‘quite absurd’.

However, in three other cases, including a recent case in October 2021, the Tribunal has taken a different approach. In these cases the Tribunal has set aside ASIC’s decision to register business names that the computer program decided were ‘available’. The Tribunal considered (contrary to the decision of ASIC’s computer) that the following names were identical or nearly identical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Already registered name</th>
<th>Name not available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne Children’s Psychology Clinic</td>
<td>Melbourne Child Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Repairs Perth</td>
<td>Solar Repairs Pty Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voices of Casey</td>
<td>Voices of Casey Choir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these decisions, the Tribunal refused to accept that the coded rules left no room for human discretion, and held that it was necessary for the concept of ‘nearly identical’ to be determined having regard to ‘the ordinary meaning of that term having regard to its legislative purpose’ – something that the computer program was not able to do, and which required human intervention.

15.3 More sophisticated authorisation provisions

To date, the approach taken (primarily in the Commonwealth) to authorising in legislation the use of machine technology has involved very simple provisions of the kind described above.

While we are now seeing some legislation take a slightly more sophisticated approach – for example, the Migration Act provision referred to above – they remain high-level and focused on permitting, rather than regulating, the use of machine technology.

More refined approaches might include the following:

(a) Separating the discretionary and non-discretionary components of a decision

It may be possible for legislation to be amended to more clearly differentiate between those elements of a function that are authorised and expected to be done by a machine, and those that are reserved for the human administrator. This may require specifically identifying these different elements in the legislation for the first time.

For example, amendments might be made to more clearly differentiate between bright-line rules of eligibility and ineligibility (e.g., a person is not eligible for a practising certificate as a legal practitioner unless they have completed a certified course of study) and discretionary issues on which judgment is required (e.g., a practising certificate may only be granted if the person is ‘fit and proper’). Machine technology might be authorised to determine the first (eligibility according to rules) but not the second (eligibility according to broad discretionary or evaluative issues).

Consideration might also be given to whether even those individual elements might be amended or further broken down to facilitate processing by a machine. For example, if an
element is currently expressed in terms that confer a discretion, could the element be further sub-divided into non-discretionary and discretionary components?

This approach may be challenging because, as currently drafted, few statutory provisions expressly state whether, and in which respects, an administrator has ‘discretion’.

(b) Converting discretionary powers into non-discretionary rules

As we have seen, attempts to automate discretionary powers raise particular legal risks (see chapter 7). It may be tempting then, to simply amend the relevant statutory provision to remove discretion and thereby facilitate the adoption of machine technology.

That is, if the function currently involves a discretionary power to do something, the function might be redrafted so that it is expressed instead as a non-discretionary duty to do that thing whenever fixed and clear rules say that it must be done. These would be rules that a machine can process, without any suggestion that it has fettered the discretion of the decision maker – because the decision maker no longer has discretion.

This is essentially the kind of approach that has been taken in the Commonwealth Business Names Registration Act (see above). As that example shows, however, even in circumstances where it appears that clear and unbending rules would be appropriate, the removal of all possible discretion can lead to results that, to human intuition, might seem absurd or defy common sense.

We suggest that great care be taken before taking this approach. The prospect that machine technology will create an incentive toward legislation that eliminates all discretion in favour of fixed rules could raise concerns.

Discretion exists in the law for a reason, including to ensure that officials can provide appropriately individualised solutions that take into account the unique context of the unique human whose status, rights or interests may be affected by the exercise of functions on a particular occasion. Discretion also exists because it is frequently impossible to precisely and comprehensively detail in hard rules all possible situations that the law might need to deal with in practice. Even where that might in theory be possible, it may be undesirable. The modern trend toward overly complex and prescriptive legislative drafting has been criticised.

Removing discretion could also mean that any right to seek merits review of the decision may become ‘a meaningless and empty charade’ if the person conducting the review then lacks even a residual discretion (for example, in the event of absurdity) to make a different decision.

(c) Authorising the automation of discretion for ‘beneficial’ decisions only

An alternative is to retain the discretionary nature of the function, but for the legislation to be amended to authorise the exercise of that discretion to be automated in limited cases. If this authority is expressed clearly enough, it should override the usual presumption that when Parliament confers a discretion on a person it intends for the discretion to be exercised by that person and not to be fettered.

One suggestion sometimes made is that legislative authority could be given for discretion to be automated in this way only in circumstances where ‘it is to apply beneficially to the person affected’. However, this approach may have two limitations:

- First, the approach would seem feasible only for a function that is clearly expressed to be binary in nature – that is, it involves a simple yes/no decision. In other cases, whether the outcome is beneficial or not may be perceived differently by the agency and the person affected. If, for example, a decision appears favourable but does not provide the person with everything they wanted, would that count as beneficial?
Second, the implicit suggestion in this proposal that no one can be harmed if the automated process is only able to exercise powers beneficially may not be valid. Any automated process can make two types of errors – false positives (type 1) and false negatives (type 2). In this case, a false positive would mean that a machine has wrongly determined to exercise the power beneficially in respect of a person.

The possibility of these kinds of errors may involve systemic discrimination and injustice. If, for example, one group of people (Group A) is systemically more likely to be the subject of false positives than another group (Group B), then even though the machine is only making beneficial determinations in any individual case, Group B may be said to be indirectly harmed – in the sense that those in Group B will be systemically subject to less favourable treatment.

(d) Authorising the automation of discretion with a right of review

Another similar approach is for legislation to expressly authorise the automation of a discretionary power but subject to certain rights of objection and review.

For example, legislation could provide that a machine can make an initial determination as to whether the discretionary power will be exercised, provided the person affected is provided with advance notice of that proposed exercise and can request instead that a human make a decision.

In practice, of course, this would likely have much the same effect as the approach in (c) above (as presumably people will only object to a determination made by the machine if it is unfavourable to them).

This approach may, however, avoid the first limitation identified in (c) above, as it will be up to the person affected to decide whether they consider the determination is beneficial or worth objecting to. The second limitation in (c) above might still apply – that is, a provision of this kind could still lead to systemic unfairness if the machine has a greater propensity to make favourable determinations (including ‘false positives’) in respect of some groups than others.

This approach may also raise other concerns, including that people who can and should object to the machine’s determination not doing so. This may because of the known propensity for people to accept technology-generated outcomes as correct, or that some people may be less able, through vulnerability, to exercise their right to object and request a human-made decision.

(e) Beyond authorisation: regulation of machine technology

In the current legislative approaches we have seen, there has been little consideration given to including in the legislation not merely a general authorisation to use a machine, but also specific requirements to ensure that its use will be consistent with administrative law values of the kind discussed in this report.

We see this as a missed opportunity. However, before we take up this issue further (in section 15.5 below), there is an important alternative approach to the legislative authorisation of machine technology use that could be considered.
15.4 Transforming the substantive statutory function

An alternative approach to authorising machine technology for use in the exercise of a statutory function is to replace the relevant statutory function itself.

We are, of course, not suggesting that it is appropriate to amend legislation as a way of sidestepping the principles and concerns of administrative law. However, where a machine is appropriately designed to generate good public policy outcomes, then it may be appropriate to consider reframing the entire statutory function itself rather than seeking to simply overlay machine authorisation onto the existing function.

This approach requires a coordinated exercise of legislative and machine design. A simple example is as follows:

- Assume a relevant transport agency has the function of deciding whether or not a person should be granted a driver licence. Currently this function is given to the Secretary of that agency, who can delegate it to any officer of the agency. Such a delegation has been made to hundreds of front line officers above a certain level of seniority.

- The legislation provides that a licence may only be granted if certain conditions apply (eg the person is over a certain age and has been certified as having passed a driving test) and must not be granted if certain other conditions apply (eg the person is subject to a current licence disqualification period).

- Now assume the transport agency wants to automate the process of issuing licences. Following the steps we set out in chapters 11 to 14, assume it designs a state-of-the-art machine that would perform the function flawlessly.

- One approach the agency could take is simply to roll out the machine, and hope that its use is not unlawful. However, this is a very high-risk approach, especially if the current function is expressed in the legislation as involving some element of discretion (see chapter 7). Amending the Act to include a simple provision stating that the Secretary (or delegate) is authorised to use a machine in the exercise of the function may not completely remove the risk (see above).

- An alternative approach may be to design a wholly new legislative scheme to replace the current driver licence issuing process. Under the new scheme, instead of the Secretary having a statutory function (personally or through delegates) of deciding whether to issue driver licences, the Secretary’s function would be to approve and authorise the operation of a machine that issues such licences. (The legislation might also provide for the Secretary to retain a separate discretionary power to issue licences outside the automated process.)

- In this way, one statutory function (issuing driver licences) is replaced by a new statutory function (approving a machine that issues driver licences). And under the new legislative scheme, this relevant function (approving the machine) is appropriately performed by a legally responsible and accountable human administrator, the Secretary.

This approach could in some cases be preferable and produce a better public policy outcome than either alternative of attempting to automate without legislative authorisation or enacting an authority provision of the kind we discussed in the previous sections. Advantages to this approach may include:

1. First, and most obviously, there will be less doubt as to the legal efficacy of decisions made by the machine.

2. Secondly, there will be transparency, as people will know that decisions are being made by the machine, and the extent to which that is happening.
3. Thirdly, this approach does not circumvent administrative law, but it does change where it is focused. The decisions of the Secretary in relation to approving and operating the machine will be decisions that are subject to the usual requirements of administrative law and good administrative practice.

This approach does have a major drawback, which is the potential for fewer or weakened mechanisms for legal redress for those who may be wronged by the process, or harmed by the outcomes of the new system.\textsuperscript{318}

However, done right, the preparation, introduction and enactment of a new legislative scheme provides an opportunity for full public and Parliamentary debate about what legal redress avenues are required, and what other properties the machine-driven scheme must exhibit to ensure that it will uphold norms of good public administration.

In the hypothetical example above concerning proposed new legislation for a machine-operated driver licensing scheme, Parliament might also consider additional legislated elements of that scheme such as:

- mandating that the machine’s specifications (and any updates) be made public
- requiring the machine to be subject, prior to deployment and at regular intervals during its operation, to external legal and technology audits, with findings to be made public
- introducing a clear right of full merits review to an appropriately senior (and human) officer of the agency for any determination made by the machine that a person wishes to challenge
- ensuring that any person aggrieved by the machine outputs has the ability to some form of external review or right to complain to an appropriate oversight body.

In other words, designing legislation and machines together may provide an opportunity for better control of machine use – including by emphasising the primacy of legislation and by ensuring that the machine is fully visible to lawmakers, to the public, and to review bodies.

\section*{15.5 Mandating properties of machine technology}

Whichever approach is taken, if legislation is to be drafted and debated to authorise machine technology, this also presents the opportunity to ensure that the technology has all of the properties necessary for its use to meet legal, Parliamentary and community expectations of good administrative practice.

This does not appear to be a naïve hope. When, for example, legislation was introduced for the use of machine technology for the detection of mobile phone offences while driving (see chapter 4), the legislation as introduced would have done no more than facilitate its use by reversing the onus of proof on drivers who wished to dispute infringement notices in court.\textsuperscript{319} However, the debate, both in the Parliament and in a Parliamentary Committee,\textsuperscript{320} raised broader issues including the privacy and security of the personal data collected and the potential for algorithmic bias. Although the legislation now appears to have stalled in its entirety, a number of amendments had been proposed, including to expressly legislate rules for the proper destruction of images and personal data.\textsuperscript{321}
The following is not intended as an exhaustive list, but provides an illustration of the kinds of properties that could be considered when legislating a new function for the approval of a machine technology system. The properties that are most important will differ depending on the context.

For example, in some contexts, having stronger properties in terms of reviewability may mean that weaker properties in terms of explainability could be acceptable. Where there is a possibility of algorithmic bias, having stronger properties relating to testing and auditing might be particularly important.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Example of qualities that could be prescribed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is it visible?</td>
<td>What information does the public, and especially those directly affected, need to be told regarding the involvement of the machine, how it works, its assessed accuracy, testing schedule etc? Are the design specifications and source code publicly available – for example as ‘open access information’ under the GIPA Act? Is an impact assessment required to be prepared and published?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it avoidable?</td>
<td>Can an individual ‘opt out’ of the machine-led process and choose to have their case decided through a manual (human) process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it subject to testing?</td>
<td>What testing regime must be undertaken prior to operation, and at scheduled times thereafter? What are the purposes of testing (eg compliance with specifications, accuracy, identification of algorithmic bias)? Who is to undertake that testing? What standards are to apply (eg randomised control trials)? Are the results to be made public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it explainable?</td>
<td>What rights do those affected by the machine outputs have to be given reasons for those outcomes? Are reasons to be provided routinely or on request? In what form must those reasons be given and what information must they contain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it accurate?</td>
<td>To what extent must the predictions or inferences of the machine be demonstrated to be accurate? For example, is ‘better than chance’ sufficient, or is the tolerance for inaccuracy lower? How and when will accuracy be evaluated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it subject to audit?</td>
<td>What audit records must the machine maintain? What audits are to be conducted (internally and externally), by whom and for what purpose?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it replicable?</td>
<td>Must the decision of the machine be replicable in the sense that, if exactly the same inputs were re-entered, the machine will consistently produce the same output, or can the machine improve or change over time? If the latter, must the machine be able to identify why the output now is different from what it was previously?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it internally reviewable?</td>
<td>Are the outputs of the machine subject to internal review by a human decision maker? What is the nature of that review (eg full merits review)? Who has standing to seek such a review? Who has the ability to conduct that review and are they sufficiently senior and qualified to do so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is it externally reviewable?</strong></td>
<td>Are the outputs of the machine subject to external review or complaint to a human decision maker? What is the nature of that review (eg for example, merits review or review for error only)? Who has standing to seek such a review? If reviewable for error, what records are available to the review body to enable it to thoroughly inspect records and detect error?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is it compensable?</strong></td>
<td>Are those who suffer detriment by an erroneous action of the machine entitled to compensation, and how is that determined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Is it privacy protective and data secure?</strong></td>
<td>What privacy and data security measures and standards are required to be adhered to? Is a privacy impact assessment required to be undertaken and published? Are there particular rules limiting the collection, use and retention of personal information?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16. Coda – new laws for new technology?

Throughout this report we have focused on how existing laws and norms of public sector administrative decision-making may control the use of machine technology when used in that context.

Uncertainties and gaps in the existing legal framework

However, we have also observed that there are likely to be, at least initially, significant uncertainties and potentially significant gaps in the existing legal framework given what are likely to be rapid and revolutionary changes to the way government conducts itself in coming years.

One risk, for example, may be that machine technology will be capable of producing extremely large-scale systemic injustices that are not possible or likely under current technologies. The existing framework of administrative law, which is typically concerned with the protection of individual rights and interests, may be ill-equipped or at least too slow to respond.323

Indeed, the fact that administrative law is primarily developed through the decisions of courts, tribunals and other review bodies is one of its strengths, as it provides flexibility – including to accommodate changing technologies. However, it also means that any consideration and determinative rulings are inherently ‘after the fact’. The pace at which legal certainty is provided may be substantially slower than is desirable.

Because oversight decisions first require a challenge to be brought, courts and others must generally wait for opportunities to arise when they can consider and offer certainty about the application or extension of legal and ethical norms to new situations and new technologies.

Those opportunities may arise even less rapidly or frequently in the case of the new machine technologies, given the following:

(a) invisibility – currently, and despite the views we set out in chapter 13, government agencies are not routinely publishing or informing those affected about their use of machine technology

(b) technical opacity – the complexity of the technology may make it harder for individuals wronged by decisions to recognise error or maladministration, even if intelligible reasons for the individual decision in their case are given324

(c) systematisation – errors introduced by the technology are more likely to be systemic in nature, rather than just affecting a particular individual, which may make it less likely that any individual will challenge the decision

(d) vulnerability – in the public sector context machine technology has more frequently been used in ways that affect people in lower socio-economic groups or who are otherwise more vulnerable, and who may accordingly have less capacity or resources to recognise and challenge potentially unlawful decisions.

We finish this short final chapter then, by simply asking the question of whether existing laws and associated institutional frameworks are adequate, and whether new laws should be considered.

Modernising administrative law for the new machinery of government

In the previous chapter, we noted that if a statute is to be amended to specifically authorise a particular use of machine technology, this creates an opportunity for Parliament to consider scaffolding a governance framework around that technology. That could include stipulating certain properties the system must exhibit in terms of transparency, accuracy, auditability, reviewability, and so on.
However, is there a need to consider more generally applicable legal or institutional reform, particularly to ensure that machine technology is subject to appropriate governance, oversight and review when used in a government context?  

There may be precedent for this approach. The machinery of Australia’s modern administrative law – the administrative decisions tribunals, ombudsman institutions, privacy commissions, and (in some jurisdictions) codified judicial review legislation – was largely installed in a short period of intense legislative reform, responding to what was then the new technology of modern government at the time.  

The Government of Canada has also recently taken steps in this direction, with its ‘Directive on Automated Decision-Making’. The Directive was issued in 2019 as part of the Government’s commitment to using artificial intelligence ‘in a manner that is compatible with core administrative law principles such as transparency, accountability, legality, and procedural fairness’. The Directive sets out requirements to increase transparency of such systems including public notice of the use of an automated decision system, the provision of reasons for decisions and release of source code. Quality assurance requirements include testing and monitoring, ensuring data quality and consultation with legal services to ensure the system is legally compliant. The Directive aims to set core requirements for increased transparency and reduced risk for government use of machine technology. However, the Directive does not apply to all agencies and there are certain limitations of scope such as application only to automated decision systems developed or procured after 1 April 2020.  

As we come to understand better how machine technology will impact on government decision-making, consideration may need to be given to whether, and if so how, the legal and institutional framework might again need to be modernised to address the new challenges.

In the interim, we will also continue to consider the role and value the NSW Ombudsman can and should bring to this area, given our existing statutory functions and resources.

Ombudsman institutions have proven useful in many areas where traditional regulation and judicial enforcement is inadequate or inefficient. They seem particularly well-placed to also play an active role in the burgeoning fields of machine technology given their independence, ability to operate with greater agility and informality than judicial processes, and powers to require agency co-operation and access. Ombudsman institutions also have the ability to not only respond reactively to individual complaints but also to proactively inquire into potential systemic issues, and the ability to make public reports and recommendations to improve practices, policies and legislation. On the other hand, it must also be recognised that ombudsman institutions may be limited at present by a lack of the deep technical skills and resources needed for any sophisticated deconstruction and interrogation of data quality and modelling, which may, at least in some cases, be required for effective scrutiny and investigation of machine technology.
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